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MMemorandumm 
Planningg andd Urbann Developmentt Departmentt 

 
To: Mayor Snyder & Members of the City Council
From: Christine Grimando, Director, Department of Planning & Urban Development

Nell Donaldson, Director of Special Projects, Department of Planning & Urban 
Development 

Date: February 4, 2022
Re: ReCode Update
Meetingg Date: February 9, 2022

I.. INTRODUCTIONN 
On February 9, 2022, staff from the Department of Planning & Urban Development and Camiros, 
the City’s ReCode consultant, will hold a workshop with the City Council on ReCode Portland, the 
multi-phased process of rewriting Portland’s land use code. The workshop will include a review of 
the mechanics of land use regulation in Portland, an overview of the work of Phase I of ReCode, and 
an update of work to date in Phase II, with a focus on the first major work product of Phase II, the 
land use code evaluation. The workshop is meant to give an introduction to this work and provide 
opportunities for the Council to question and comment. 

II.. CONTEXT:: THEE COMPREHENSIVEE PLANN && THEE LANDD USEE CODEE 
Maine grants its municipalities the power to regulate land use as an exercise of the municipality’s 
home rule authority.  Under this authority, a municipality is permitted to enact land use regulations
so long as they are “pursuant to and consistent with a comprehensive plan adopted by the 
municipal legislative body” (30-A MRS Section 4352(2)).  In this regard, a land use code is 
fundamentally a means to an end, a way of implementing a vision and goals embodied within a 
community’s comprehensive plan. 

The Portland City Council, as the City’s legislative body, is responsible for formally adopting both 
our land use regulations and the comprehensive plan that guides them.  Prior to City Council 
consideration, amendments to the City’s land use code are first considered by the Planning Board, 
who prepare recommendations to the Council based on their land use and development purview. 
The Planning Board has multiple roles in both the creation of new comprehensive plans and review 
of new land use regulations – among them to provide a forum for public input and participation in 
shaping any changes to the land use code, and to consider in detail whether proposed amendments 
are consistent with the comprehensive plan.

The City of Portland has been regulating land use for the last 100 years, having adopted its first 
zoning ordinance and map in 1926, amidst a wave of zoning that swept many U.S. cities.  Over the 
subsequent century, the City has engaged in a wide variety of comprehensive planning and rezoning 
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efforts, including major initiatives in the 
1940s and 1970s.  

IIII. PORTLAND’s PLAN
Through the latter half of the 20th

century, the City of Portland generally 
approached comprehensive planning
less as a matter of a single, unified 
document, as it was intended, but by 
adopting various area and topic plans, 
such as plans for the waterfront, open 
spaces, historic landscapes, etc.  As a 
product of this approach, as of the mid-
2010s, Portland was operating under an 
unwieldy and dated comprehensive 
plan consisting of compiled plans, 
Green Spaces/Blue Edges, Housing: 
Sustaining Portland’s Future, and A 
New Vision for Bayside among them. 
These long-range planning documents 
had value, but as a compilation they not 
only departed from the intended 
format of a comprehensive plan, but 
also failed to provide a holistic, 
practical, or nimble land use policy 
guide for Portland’s evolving 21st 
century needs. The City began work on 
Portland’s Plan 2030 in 2015 in order to 
meet current state Growth 
Management Act requirements, with 
the goal of better serving the city with a 
unified comprehensive plan moving 
forward.  

The process of developing, writing, and 
adopting Portland’s Plan took multiple 
years, extensive public outreach, and 
numerous workshops and hearings with 
both the Planning Board and the 
Council.  It involved the input of 
thousands of Portland residents, 
workers, students, and visitors through 

Figure 1: Example of past Portland zoning map.  See more at 
https://www.recodeportland.me/timeline

Figure 2: Organizational elements of Portland's Plan 2030
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surveys, school functions, and large public forums.  The City Council adopted Portland’s Plan 2030 
in 2017, and today, it provides broad direction for all manner of City policy decisions.   

Portland’s Plan contains three sections 
that are particularly germane to zoning 
and land use policy: 

A. VVisionn statement. The vision 
statement is the broadest 
policy section of the plan, 
focused on the themes of: 
Equitable, Sustainable, 
Connected, Authentic, Dynamic, 
and Secure.  The vision 
provides a valuable lens for 
pursuing and evaluating new 
policies.

B. PPolicyy guides. The policy guides 
include goals and strategies for 
individual subject areas, each 
identified by the state as a 
required comprehensive plan 
component. These include: 
Environment, Historic 
Resources, Waterfront, 
Economy, Housing, Recreation & Open Space, Facilities & Services and Transportation. 
These contain local goals and strategies tied to the vision statement.  The policy guides are 
critical in directing future policy work – they are where specific ideas for the 
implementation of City goals can be found.

C. FFuturee landd use.  Last, future land use is also a required section of comprehensive plans in 
Maine. Portland’s Plan’s future land use section identifies principles to guide future growth, 
and a spatial framework for those principles and the recommendations of the policy guides. 
Of the principles identified, several are central to current work on the land use code:

1. Complete neighborhoods.  The concept of complete neighborhoods recognizes that 
all neighborhoods in the city should be places where residents of all ages, abilities, and 
incomes have access to services and amenities such as diverse housing choices, 
transportation, schools, open space, and food. Portland’s Plan is clear that not every 
neighborhood is expected to be identical in scale, physical character, or array of 
services, but policies should allow for every resident to have access to a well-rounded, 
bikeable, walkable neighborhood. 

2. Priority nodes and corridors. The plan’s future land use section contains maps 
identifying priorities for future growth, including maps on existing land use context, 
open space connections, and priority nodes and corridors. This last map identifies 

Figure 3: Priority nodes and corridors map from Portland's Plan
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critical corridors and intersections to evaluate, transform, or enhance over the 
coming decade (Figure 3).  These areas are identified as a way of prioritizing additional 
planning and investment, and in recognition that some areas of the city, particularly 
those that align with existing transportation and utility infrastructure, are particularly 
well-suited for targeted growth and density. Priority nodes & corridors are not meant 
to signify the only areas of the city suitable for growth and change, but areas where 
infrastructure can support concentrated growth in a manner that achieves the City’s 
long-term goals. Portland’s Plan addresses neighborhoods outside of these areas as 
well:  

 
Future land use focuses on those areas to be prioritized for change or 
evaluation over the coming decade. It does not…precisely delimit parcels of 
land or exhaustively catalog areas that may undergo change in the coming 
years. Development may still occur elsewhere in the city, including incremental 
change and infill in residential neighborhoods, redevelopment of obsolete 
commercial areas, thoughtful expansion or investment in institutional and 
industrial sites, and modernization of existing affordable housing sites. Priority 
nodes and corridors indicate areas that would be appropriate for new 
development to provide needed housing, businesses, and services proximate to 
transit, or areas that otherwise warrant some examination of potential for 
positive change in form and/or function. (pg. 82)   

 
IIV. PORTLAND’S PLAN & RECODE 
One of the first implementation steps recommended in Portland’s Plan was to “create a new 
unified development code…that incorporates zoning, the historic preservation ordinance, housing 
policies, and other aspects of the development review process into a more readable and useful 
document” (p. 90).  As noted above, at the time of the plan’s adoption, the land use code and 
corresponding zoning map contained content which had been amended by the City Council over 
decades.  Much of this policy reflected current best practice; however, the code had not been 
holistically reviewed or reworked in half a century.  It had ballooned in length to nearly 1,000 pages, 
contained significant redundancy, and could be cumbersome and confusing to navigate.   
 
In making this recommendation, Portland’s Plan recognized that the City needed to revise the land 
use code on a functional level to improve legibility, clarity, and consistency for users, as well as 
provide a more coherent framework for accommodating new policy changes.  Simultaneously, the 
recommendation reflected a deeper understanding that fundamentally, as one of the principal tools 
for implementation of Portland’s Plan, the land use code would need to be updated to align with 
the City’s new vision and goals.  These two objectives became the basis for the two consecutive 
phases of ReCode Portland (Figure 4).  
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VV.. LOOKINGG BACK:: RECODEE PHASEE II 
Phase I of ReCode was organized around the first major objective above: to reformat, restructure, 
and streamline the code into a cleaner, more user-friendly document which would provide an 
improved framework for incorporating new policies and responding to evolving trends in land use 
and development in the future. Phase I also included substantial policy changes which generally 
aligned with the goal of providing clear and consistent land use regulations. These included changes 
to: 

A. Parking. The City’s off-street parking standards, which varied by zone and geography, were 
simplified and made more consistent city-wide. In addition, certain exemptions from 
parking minimums were broadened, the most significant of which eliminated parking 
requirements altogether for uses proximate to public transit.  

B. ADUs. Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) provisions were overhauled entirely, resulting in a 
change from a zone-based approach with complex and inconsistent requirements to a city-
wide policy aimed at clarifying permissions, simplifying review processes, and thereby 
encouraging incremental housing creation.   

C. Sign standards. The sign ordinance was simplified and enhanced with graphics. Phase I also 
updated sign regulations for consistency with evolving case law.  

D. Impact fees. Early in the ReCode Phase I process, an impact fee ordinance was also adopted 
by the Council, which created a systematic and predictable impact fee system to support 
new infrastructure necessitated by growth.  

Both the structural and the substantive changes of Phase I addressed unnecessary inconsistencies 
across the code, and by implication, across the city. It is important to note that, while certain policy 
changes fit well within the overall Phase I objective of providing more clear and consistent land use 
regulations, other substantive changes, such as those to the zoning use, dimensional, and 
performance standards were intentionally held in reserve as a central focus of Phase II.

After an exhaustive review, including numerous Planning Board workshops, Council workshops, and 
months during which portions of the draft code were open for public comment, the City Council 

Figure 4. Overview of the ReCode process 
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adopted the new land use code in November of 2020.  Staff and the public have operated under
the revised code ever since, greatly benefitting from improved navigation, the use of tables and 
charts, and more clearly organized and stated regulations.  As one point of reference, the prior 
document, at nearly 1,000 pages, was reduced to under 400 pages with the adoption of the new 
code. Though the page count alone does not reveal the complexity of the changes that comprised 
Phase I, or the new code’s value as a vehicle for the City’s land use policies, the reduced size is one 
indicator of the extent of this restructuring effort, and of the new document’s improved usability.  

 
VI..  WHEREE WEE AREE NOW:: RECODEE PHASEE III 
Where Phase I of ReCode prioritized a greatly improved structure for the code and greater 
consistency in the application of certain key policies, Phase II is focused on examining the land use
code for consistency with the goals and strategies expressed in Portland’s Plan and amending the 
code to better align with those goals (Figure 5).  For instance, the policy guides of Portland’s Plan 
focus on issues of sustainability, housing growth, and complete neighborhoods. Phase II will 
translate these goals into the technical and regulatory language of the land use code. 

Initial work on Phase II has included: 
A. Early interviews with stakeholders. In the spring of 2021, the consultant interviewed 15 

individuals representing a diverse array of perspectives on issues relevant to ReCode. These 
interviews were not intended to solicit input from the entire community or to substitute for 
wider outreach, but to offer a snapshot of both the challenges and opportunities in the 
code as experienced by a variety of different users. Interviewees ranged from those in the 
development community to affordable housing advocates, neighborhood residents, and 

Figure 5: Phase II process
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representatives of civic and cultural organizations. (See 
https://www.recodeportland.me/whatsnew for a list of interviewees.)  

B. Update to the ReCode website. City staff developed a content series for the ReCode 
website organized around the vision statement from Portland’s Plan, presenting 
perspectives on the relationships between the six elements of the vision and the City’s land 
use code. This work is intended to help viewers connect with the vision, become familiar 
with Portland’s Plan, and learn about how the plan intersects with the code. Some of the 
content included at www.recodeportland.me/explore includes:

A chronological overview of past zoning maps and their relation to city planning
(https://www.recodeportland.me/timeline) 
an interactive map analyzing complete neighborhoods in the city
(https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/e7a0cfd69f2d45d3871397bae97fa26a); and
an analysis of recent housing trends by housing type, neighborhood, and zone
(https://www.recodeportland.me/secure). 

C. Discussion with HEDC.  In October, staff attended a workshop with the City Council’s 
Housing & Economic Development Committee on the issue of housing policy.  In this 
workshop, staff provided an overview of the foundation for housing policy in Portland’s 
Plan, the city’s existing land use code-related housing policy, and some initial considerations 
around future housing policy that have arisen through the early work of ReCode Phase 
II.  The staff memo for this workshop is included here as Attachment 5.

D. Development of the code evaluation.  Lastly, staff and the consultant have been focused on 
review and analysis of the existing land use code as part of a formal land use code 
evaluation.  The evaluation has been shared internally across Planning, Corporation Counsel, 
the Office of Sustainability, and Permitting & Inspections.  As of late December 2021, it has 
also been released for public review and comment at https://www.recodeportland.me/code-
evaluation.  

VVII.. LANDD USEE CODEE EVALUATIONN 
The land use code evaluation (Attachment 1) makes a clear and 
intentional connection between the vision established within the 
City’s plan(s) and potential revisions to the land use code.  The 
code evaluation includes recommendations related to basic use 
regulations, dimensional standards, and the City’s existing zones.  
The evaluation also makes structural recommendations and 
suggests various updates to continue the organizational work of
Phase I.  Altogether, the recommendations within the code 
evaluation provide the City with a “road map” of possible 
strategies for revising the land use code to bring the City into 
closer alignment with Portland’s Plan.  

Figure 6: Land Use Code Evaluation 
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The following is a brief overview of the recommendations of the evaluation: 
A. Use & Use Standards. The land use code evaluation identifies opportunities to revise 

permitted use regulations within the code to better support the creation of middle-density 
housing, the creative economy, and urban agriculture.  The evaluation also highlights the 
potential for additions or refinements to the City’s range of social service and housing-
related uses, and the need to review use regulations through the lens of Portland’s climate 
resiliency goals. 

B. Dimensional & Design. The code evaluation recommends adjusting dimensional standards in 
part to help achieve climate goals. Recommendations include the establishment of more 
consistent regulation for impervious surfaces, further evaluation of height and setbacks in 
the context of resiliency, and consideration of dimensional bonuses (e.g. additional height 
or density) in cases where climate goals are furthered.  The evaluation also recommends 
potential revisions to dimensional and design standards to support housing creation and 
transit-oriented, walkable, urban development. 

C. Zones. The code evaluation explores opportunities to refine, revise, and reorient the City’s 
palette of zones to better align with the goals of Portland’s Plan.  It takes perhaps the most 
critical look at the city’s residential zones, with an eye toward implementing the City’s goal 
of encouraging new housing production and creating opportunities for a more diverse array 
of housing types across the city’s neighborhoods.  The evaluation also recommends 
adjustments to the City’s mixed-use, industrial, and open space zones, identifying where 
zones may need to be revised to ensure they are achieving their purpose, or where they 
might be consolidated with other zones. 

D. General Development Standards. The code evaluation recommends a series of changes that 
provide greater flexibility for new development, notably through targeted exceptions and 
rules for architectural elements and accessory structures and uses. Additionally, the 
evaluation addresses issues of natural resource protections, green building, and green 
infrastructure, identifying where regulations could be expanded, or where new approaches 
might be considered to further these aims.  

E. Parking, Loading & Access. The code evaluation builds upon recent changes to off-street 
parking regulations with recommendations that encourage mode shift away from single 
occupancy vehicles and that improve the design and functionality of new off-street parking 
and loading areas. Recommendations also acknowledge the emergence of new 
technologies, and consider ways to encourage new development to accommodate 
advances in electric and autonomous vehicles. Finally, the evaluation recommends 
refinements to the City’s bicycle parking standards, to ensure they continue to meet both 
the physical and functional needs of bicyclists in the city.   

F. Landscape. The code evaluation recommends that a new unified landscape chapter be 
introduced into the land use code, that would apply to all new development, and be 
augmented to overtly prioritize and facilitate landscaping and landscape alternatives that 
further City goals around climate resilience, equity, and ecology.  

G. Nonconformities. The land use code evaluation recommends modest changes to the City’s 
allowance for nonconformities, to account for individual non-conforming characteristics of 
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a site, provide additional flexibility for enlarging non-conforming structures, and encourage 
change over time by not allowing one non-conforming use to be replaced by another non-
conforming use. 

H. Code Structure. While the efforts of ReCode Phase I resulted in a code that is considerably 
more user friendly, it was always understood that additional restructuring would occur as 
part of Phase II, as content changes are expected to result in a more streamlined regulatory 
framework. The code evaluation acknowledges this and cites additional opportunities to 
make use of illustrations and matrices to depict regulations related to design standards, 
rules of measurement, dimensional requirements, and accessory site elements and 
structures.

It is important to note that the code evaluation is intended to stimulate discussion and help build 
consensus around specific recommendations for the City’s code; it is not – itself – the product.  The 
evaluation does not require revisions or action on the part of the Planning Board or the City 
Council.  Rather, feedback from the City’s formal review bodies and the public will provide 
important direction as staff and the consultant begin the next stage of work. 

VVIII..  OUTREACHH && ENGAGEMENTT 
Engagement for ReCode effectively began with the 
public input that created Portland’s Plan 2030.  
That plan, from its broadest elements, such as the 
vision statement and future land use principles, 
down to its suite of detailed housing policies, was 
developed with robust community involvement. As 
noted above, ReCode is an extension of that earlier 
work, aimed at fulfilling the goals of Portland’s Plan
through updates to our land use regulations. 

ReCode is a major piece of implementing the 
visioning and long-range planning exercise of
Portland’s Plan 2030, and therefore public 
engagement is organized around the technical 
questions of translating policy into regulation, 
connecting policy goals to the particulars of 
creating new land use standards. It will involve 
exercises like exploring how the code intersects 
with concepts like complete neighborhoods and 
housing diversity through the ReCode website, 

collecting input on how the current code functions within different neighborhoods at community 
events, and providing forums for members of the public to comment directly on draft 
amendments. Broadly speaking, staff is focusing on outreach and involvement that promotes wide
public awareness and provides a variety of ways to engage and provide feedback. 

Figure 7: Code evaluation newsblast
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The current round of public engagement is focused on the recommendations of the land use code 
evaluation, including:  

A. Website updates. Staff has released the code evaluation to the public via the ReCode 
website, where viewers can read or download the code evaluation.  In addition, the public 
can access a shorter summary companion piece on the website or watch a video that 
highlights key findings of the evaluation. The public can comment directly on the code 
evaluation via a document comment portal on the ReCode website.   

B. City of Portland Civil Space.  Staff built out a landing page on Civil Space, in keeping with the 
City’s broader effort around promotion of large initiatives.  This landing page provides an 
overview of the project and direct links to the ReCode website and the code evaluation.  
The Civil Space landing page is translatable through Google translate.  

C. Planning Board workshop.  The Planning Board held a workshop on the code evaluation on 
January 11th, during which they took public comment and deliberated. Staff will present a 
communication to the Planning Board on questions and items raised during the workshop 
in the coming month. 

D. Engagement w/ community organizations.  Building off the outreach from Phase I, since the 
beginning of Phase II, staff has continued to attend meetings with stakeholder groups upon 
request (in addition to regularly scheduled public meetings). These have included, for 
instance, meetings with and through the Portland Association of Neighborhoods (PAN), 
Portland Society of Architects (PSA), Maine Conservation Voters Lunch & Learn, and the 
Office of Sustainability’s Climate and Coffee series.  More of these meetings are scheduled.  

E. Survey.  An online survey was released in early February which walks through major 
recommendations of the code evaluation and solicits input on those recommendations.  

F. Virtual public forum.  A virtual public forum on ReCode and the land use code evaluation is 
planned for March 1st and 2nd.  This forum will include opportunities for the public to learn 
about the findings of the code evaluation and provide feedback. 

G. Broad promotion of all opportunities.  Lastly, staff has and will continue to publicize the 
code evaluation and the various ways to access it.  Opportunities are being promoted 
through the City’s Friday news round-up, Planning & Urban Development Department, 
Planning Board, and ReCode mailing lists.  Direct emails have also been distributed to 
leaders of community organizations and to contacts from recent land use applications. 
Altogether, this direct engagement has reached approximately 6,000 email addresses.   
Direct outreach through www.recodeportland.me has included translated promotional 
materials meant to provide information to a broader, multilingual audience including Arabic, 
French, Spanish, and Portuguese speakers.  In conjunction with direct emails, the release of 
the code evaluation and future opportunities for feedback was/will be promoted through 
the City’s and the Planning & Urban Development Department’s various social media 
accounts. 
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As future engagement opportunities are planned, staff will continue to focus on broad outreach to 
raise awareness and the provision of multiple modes of public engagement for the purposes of 
both learning and providing input.  
 
IIX.  PUBLIC COMMENT 
As of this writing, the City has received numerous emails on ReCode Phase II (Attachment 4), in 
addition to 237 individual comments on the land use code evaluation through the document 
comment function on the ReCode website (Attachment 3), and comments at the Planning Board 
workshop on January 11.  These comments generally fall into the following categories: 

A. Process comments, including questions on public engagement and timeline. 
B. Specific comments on the code evaluation, including comments on housing policy, parking 

policy, complete neighborhoods, zones recommendations, and dimensional standard 
recommendations.  In particular, there is a strong emphasis on increasing the supply of 
housing city-wide, diversifying the range of housing types permitted across residential 
zones, enabling new neighborhood-scale commercial development within more residential 
contexts, and reducing automobile dependence while promoting walkable, bikeable and 
transit-oriented development. These comments have been summarized by topic in 
Attachment 3.  

 
X. NEXT STEPS 
Following the Council workshop, public engagement will continue on the land use code evaluation, 
with the survey, meetings with local stakeholder groups, and large public forums planned for early 
March.  Feedback from this engagement will inform the crafting of subsequent draft code 
amendments, which will be shared and discussed in future public forums before any amendments 
are proposed for formal consideration by the Planning Board and City Council. 
 
ATTACHMENTS 
1.  Land Use Code Evaluation, Camiros for the City of Portland, ME 
2. Land Use Code Evaluation Companion Piece, Camiros for the City of Portland, ME 
3. Summary of comments on the Land Use Code Evaluation to date  
4. Public comment received by email 
5.  Housing policy & ReCode Portland, Staff memo to HEDC, 10/1/21 
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WELCOME TO PHASE II OF RECODE PORTLAND! 

This land use code evaluation represents the first 

major work product of Phase II of ReCode Portland, 

the process of updating the City of Portland’s Land 

Use Code to align with our comprehensive plan, 

Portland’s Plan 2030. 

The work of Phase II will build upon the foundation 

established during Phase I of the Recode effort, 

expanding into significant substantive revisions to the 

content of the Code. In short, whereas Phase I of the 

process was predominantly focused on reformatting 

and restructuring the City’s Land use Code to ensure 

internal consistency and improve the document’s 

legibility, organization, and accessibility, Phase II will 

focus on reorienting and revising the Code to 

better align with the vision, goals, and objectives of 

Portland’s Plan 2030.

Phase I of the ReCode process, as stated, was 

centered around an effort to reorganize the Code into 

a modern, rational, user-friendly format. However, 

there were a few revisions to the Code focused on 

implementing new City policy, including provisions for 

accessory dwelling units, off-street parking flexibilities, 

and sign standards. Phase II of ReCode – in contrast 

to Phase I – will be focused on policy implementation 

rather than restructuring with the goal of bringing 

Portland’s land use regulations into greater alignment 

with the City’s priorities, including mitigating the 

impacts of climate change, addressing sea level 

rise, addressing racial and social equity, and 

supporting a diverse and affordable supply of 

housing, among others. This effort will result in a 

Code that is responsive to critical and emerging land 

use issues, reflective of the values of city residents, 

and respectful of the features that make Portland a 

unique and thriving coastal city.

PURPOSE OF THE LAND USE  

CODE EVALUATION.

The Land Use Code Evaluation presents the findings 

of a detailed review and assessment of the City 

of Portland’s current Land Use Code (adopted in 

November of 2020), as it relates to the goals and 

policies of the City articulated within numerous 

recent policy documents including Portland’s Plan 

(2017), and One Climate Future (2020), among 

others. The purpose of this evaluation is manifold; 

it allows for an in-depth understanding of the City’s 

current regulations and their impacts on key policy 

directives, and for the development of concepts and 

approaches for potential revisions to be included in 

an updated code. It also allows for the identification 

of areas where more work will be required to develop 

thoughtful and informed approaches to critical issues, 

and correspondingly suggests avenues for future 

study. 

For the purposes of this evaluation, regulatory 

concepts have been organized corresponding to 

the six themes established within Portland’s Plan: 

Equitable, Sustainable, Dynamic, Secure, Authentic, 

and Connected. This organization provides a clear 

Preface 
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and intentional connection between the policies 

established within the City’s plan(s) and revisions to 

the Land Use Code that can help to implement those 

policies. An additional series of potential revisions 

and best practices have been included – with respect 

to the goals of Phase I of ReCode – to further clarify 

or simplify the organizational structure of the code. 

These items will appear as “structural” considerations 

within the concepts and approaches included in the 

evaluation.

Readers should note that many of the regulatory 

concepts discussed within this report are unavoidably 

technical in nature. Further, some revisions 

recommended for the City’s Land Use Code may 

appear to be relatively minor, or may – in some cases 

– simply manifest as what appears to be modest 

differences in dimensional requirements, ratios, 

or permitted uses within a zone. However, both 

individually and as a suite of revisions, these items are 

all intended to advance the City’s goals concerning 

climate resiliency, housing diversity and affordability, 

and high-quality development, among others. With 

the incorporation of the revisions included in this 

evaluation, Portland’s Land Use Code will more 

accurately reflect and reinforce the City’s priorities, 

goals, and aspirations.

Preface
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The City’s Land Use Code is a key implementation 

tool for City policy. Concepts, approaches, and 

recommendations within this evaluation have 

been targeted at ensuring that the work of Phase II 

significantly advances the goals of Portland’s Plan and 

other City policy documents. Specifically, revisions 

recommended for Phase II will move Portland closer 

to its vision of an equitable, sustainable, dynamic, 

secure, authentic, and connected community.

The Land Use Code
& Portland’s Plan

FOCUS ON: PORTLAND’S PLAN

Portland’s Plan, adopted by the City Council in 2017, is the City’s comprehensive plan.  

The plan involved the input of thousands of stakeholders - Portland residents, workers, 

students, business owners - who helped to shape the plan’s ten-year vision.  By state law, 

that vision, and the policy recommendations that flow from it, lay a foundation for all land 

use regulation in the city.  Among many areas of focus, the plan supports the land use 

principles of:

• One Portland, where no one area of the city carries all expectations for 
accommodating growth and all areas can expect appropriate City services and amenities

• Complete neighborhoods, where all residents can access the basic necessities of daily 
life within walkable, bike-able distance

• A strong downtown as the center of the region’s arts, cultural, economic, and civic 
health

• A thriving working waterfront where iconic and emerging industries can flourish

• Priority nodes and corridors aligned with our multimodal transportation network 

• Connected transportation, open spaces, and infrastructure as the backbone for 

future growth.  

Equitable

PORTLAND’S
PLAN2030

PORTLAND’S
PLAN2030

PORTLAND’S
PLAN2030

PORTLAND’S
PLAN2030
PORTLAND’S
PLAN2030

PORTLAND’S
PLAN2030

PORTLAND’S
PLAN2030

Sustainable

Dynamic

Secure

Authentic

Connected
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THINKING HOLISTICALLY TO MAKE PORTLAND 

A MORE EQUITABLE CITY.

Equity is a key theme of Portland’s Plan. A major 

component of the City’s vision for the future is a 

commitment to incorporating the needs of - and 

providing opportunities for - all residents. Portland will 

also continue to celebrate the diversity of its people 

and places into the future, and will work to remain a 

welcoming and safe place for residents and visitors 

alike. The Land Use Code revision presents a valuable 

opportunity to advance these goals, and to promote an 

equitable approach to Portland’s future development. 

Revisions to the City’s Land Use Code can work 

to further equity goals by ensuring that all of the 

City’s neighborhoods can become “complete 

neighborhoods:” those places where residents have 

access to stable housing, transportation opportunities, 

and the services and amenities necessary to meet 

their daily needs within a close distance. This type of 

complete neighborhood development also promotes 

healthy lifestyles, reduces automobile dependence, 

and encourages the kind of casual neighbor-to-

neighbor encounters that result in a stronger sense of 

community. 

Supporting additional neighborhood-scale business 

through zoning within walking distance of residents’ 

homes can help to achieve complete neighborhoods 

objectives. Expanding the definition of “agriculture” and 

providing new opportunities to grow food throughout 

the city can help to provide access to fresh, healthy 

foods for all residents. Additionally, clarifying and 

diversifying the range of dwelling types within the code, 

and allowing a diverse range of types across the city’s 

neighborhoods, can serve to expand housing choice 

in new areas of the city, directly addressing issues of 

equity. 

The City can also pursue new tools to incentivize 

or encourage the creation of affordable housing in 

Portland. The City can consider an expansion of tools 

already in place (density/height/setback bonuses, fee 

reductions, etc.), as well as revisions to these tools, 

to support additional affordable housing production 

across the city. Further, thinking holistically, as 

Portland responds to challenges such as climate 

The Land Use Code 
& Portland’s Plan

FOCUS ON: EQUITY

Equity is a major theme of Portland’s Plan, which commits 

the City to incorporating “the needs of all of our residents in 

planning for our future.” Historically, the planning field hasn’t 

always achieved this lofty goal, and communities across the 

country are working now to acknowledge and proactively 

address years of inequitable land use policy. In line with 

this work, and building off the analysis of the Racial Equity 

Steering Committee and the City’s concurrent Affirmatively 

Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH) efforts, ReCode Phase II is 

exploring how our land use code intersects with issues of 

racial and social equity – how our code has contributed to 

patterns of economic and racial segregation, where our code 

may limit access to resources for historically marginalized 

communities, and where there may be opportunities to 

affirmatively address existing inequities within the code. 

The goal is to revise the land use policy in a way that better 

creates opportunities and promotes access to resources for 

all citizens, particularly those who most need them. 
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change and sea level rise, there is a growing need to 

conceptualize the city not only as a series of unique 

places, but as one complex whole. As such, there will be 

opportunities to ensure that both the responsibilities 

and the opportunities to accommodate new growth 

and development are shared equally across the city, 

particularly important in the context of mitigating risk 

and building resiliency. 

Revisions to the Code can also ensure that new 

development takes an equitable approach to 

maintaining access to the city’s recreational and scenic 

resources – including the city’s waterfront – providing 

both physical and visual access where appropriate (and 

in ways that are compatible with water-dependent 

uses) to provide all communities with the benefit of 

the city’s wealth of amenities. Additionally, landscape 

requirements can be strengthened for all areas of the 

city to ensure that the whole of Portland is better 

equipped to both manage environmental impacts such 

as heat island and stormwater runoff, and to reap the 

benefits of green infrastructure – both ecological and 

psychological. 

Finally, the Code can encourage continued investment 

in established communities by increasing flexibility 

for the maintenance and improvement of structures 

and site elements (like landscape or lighting) that may 

not meet the requirements of the Code. Allowing 

for reasonable maintenance and improvements to 

non-conforming structures, without making property 

owners jump through complex, costly, or time-

consuming hoops, can often promote reinvestment in 

neighborhoods, as opposed to disinvestment.

DEVELOPING NEW APPROACHES TO ALLOW 

PORTLAND TO FURTHER THE GOALS OF A 

FISCALLY, SOCIALLY, AND ENVIRONMENTALLY 

SUSTAINABLE CITY.

The term sustainability is often used in reference to 

environmental factors like solar and wind energy, 

cool roofs, and lighting standards. And all of these 

should be part of the City’s development regulations. 

Yet, community sustainability, the ability for City 

investments and private development to provide 

a high quality of life for residents now and into the 

future is much more than narrowly an environmental 

issue. Portland’s Plan takes a comprehensive look at 

community sustainability, acknowledging the need for 

growth to sustain the community, infrastructure, and 

economy, while committing to ensuring that growth 

is environmentally, socially, and fiscally responsible. 

Further, One Climate Future provides clear guidance 

for a series of steps the City can take to both reduce its 

contributions to global climate change, and prepare the 

city for the impacts associated with it.

Regarding the Land Use Code, sustainability should be a 

thread that knits together all sections of the document. 

At the neighborhood scale, new opportunities for 

live/work spaces and corner stores can be included 

alongside a range of housing types to encourage the 

creation of complete neighborhoods that can reduce 

the need for vehicle trips and thus the city’s carbon 

footprint. At the city scale, new uses, dwelling types 

and permitted densities can be a tool to encourage 

development in those areas of Portland that are low-

risk, ensuring that new investment and development 

The Land Use Code 
& Portland’s Plan
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is responsibly located. Resiliency overlays can be 

developed – through future study – as a key tool to 

evaluate the potential for risk, and focus growth within 

those areas of the city that are least likely to experience 

the negative impacts of climate change and sea level 

rise. 

Barriers to sustainable infrastructure such as 

solar installations can be identified and removed, 

balancing the potential impacts of such uses with 

their environmental and economic benefits. Further, 

permissions for individual property owners can 

be expanded through a comprehensive look at 

accessory structures, including where and how they 

can be constructed. This can ease the process for 

property owners installing sustainable infrastructure 

such as solar panels, small-scale wind turbines, and 

greenhouses. In addition to removing barriers, revisions 

to the Code can help to encourage or incentivize 

sustainable technology such as microgrids and 

renewable energy systems, further building resiliency 

into the fabric of the city. 

Within the Code, specific zone standards can 

be included or modified to promote the City’s 

sustainability goals. For instance, dimensional standards 

within the Land Use Code, such as impervious surface 

maximums, can be modified to provide a balance 

between neighborhood character and pattern and site 

design that prioritizes sustainability and neighborhood 

resilience. The City can consider new or revised 

regulations where appropriate, such as landscaping 

standards, and requirements or incentives for other 

on-site water quality improvements, such as expansion 

of green roofs and greater incorporation of Low 

FOCUS ON: ONE CLIMATE FUTURE

In 2020, the City of Portland published One Climate 

Future, a plan that identifies clear pathways for reducing 

our contribution to global climate change while also 

preparing the city for the impacts of sea level rise, increased 

precipitation, and hotter air temperatures. One Climate 

Future highlights the importance of land use principles and 

practices that codify the City’s commitment to a smaller 

carbon footprint, smart growth, and resiliency. 

On the mitigation side, One Climate Future provides a road 

map for meeting our city-wide goal of reducing greenhouse 

gas emissions 80% from 2017 levels by 2050. The plan’s 

greenhouse gas inventory shows that buildings and 

transportation represent the city’s two largest contributors 

to greenhouse gas emissions. While building emissions 

are largely regulated by the building code, transportation 

emissions, which are fundamentally about where people live, 

work, and meet their daily needs, are integrally tied to the 

Land Use Code. Recognizing this transportation-land use 

connection, One Climate Future includes recommendations 

to support transit, walking, and bicycling as alternatives 
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Impact Development (LID) strategies. Zone standards 

can also be revised to promote coordination between 

land use and transportation investments, allowing for 

increased density proximate to transit that can improve 

affordability, reduce vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and 

encourage the growth of local businesses. Additionally, 

revisions to specific types of zones, such as the city’s 

industrial zones, can help to both mitigate any potential 

impacts of this type of development, and ensure that 

the needs of businesses and the nature of modern 

industrial operations is acknowledged within the 

Code, setting the stage for new avenues of economic 

opportunity. 

New and/or revised standards can also help to 

strengthen protections for the city’s abundant natural 

resources, encourage green infrastructure solutions, 

and expand access to opportunities for local food 

production. Landscape regulations can augment this 

approach by requiring the use of native species and 

incorporating principles such as habitat preservation 

and restoration, and planting for pollinators. 

Finally, the Land Use Code revision provides another 

important opportunity to re-evaluate Portland’s 

relationship to the automobile, both now and into 

the future. Flexibilities and exemptions from parking 

standards can be reviewed to ensure they are clear, and 

in alignment with the City’s sustainability and economic 

development goals. Though Portland’s standards 

currently allow for a number of parking exemptions 

and flexibility in ways to meet parking standards, more 

can still be done. Following upon the recommendations 

within One Climate Future, parking maximums can be 

evaluated for appropriate areas of the city to prevent 

over-parking and mitigate stormwater runoff and 

heat-island impacts. Bicycle parking requirements can 

also be expanded to promote the creation of a more 

cohesive multi-modal network throughout the city. 

to single-occupancy vehicles, encourage the 

co-location of housing, jobs, and services, and 

facilitate a transition to electric vehicles. 

One Climate Future also establishes an adaptation 

goal, stating that the city will build the resilience 

of its neighborhoods, infrastructure, and 

ecosystems to prepare for the impacts of climate 

change. As with issues of mitigation, adaptation is 

closely tied to land use - how and where people 

build homes, workplaces, institutions, and green 

spaces. The plan’s adaptation recommendations 

include a wide variety of strategies to build strong 

social networks and a resilient local economy, as 

well as land use strategies to ensure that our built 

environment reflects the vulnerabilities posed by 

sea level rise and increased weather events. 

As Phase II of ReCode gets underway, this Code 

Evaluation explores ways in which the current 

code is addressing these issues and ways that 

policy could be modified to ensure that One 

Climate Future is fully reflected in the City’s Land 

Use Code.

The Land Use Code 
& Portland’s Plan
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EXPANDING OPTIONS AND THINKING BOTH 

LOCALLY AND GLOBALLY TO MAKE PORTLAND A 

MORE DYNAMIC CITY.

A dynamic city is one that contains a multitude of 

options and opportunities that support a variety of 

lifestyle choices for its residents. It contains lively 

business districts, thriving residential neighborhoods 

of multiple scales and intensities, and mixed-use 

nodes where residents can find opportunities to 

shop, eat, and be entertained, often within proximity 

to transit. Dynamic cities embrace diversity, 

innovation, and change; deftly merging the needs 

and desires of a modern citizenry with an authentic 

cultural identity and the “genius loci,” or the “spirit 

of the place.” 

Portland is already a dynamic city. Moving 

forward, the Land Use Code revision provides an 

opportunity to help the City embody its goals as 

stated in Portland’s Plan, fully supporting a range 

of arts and cultural opportunities, innovation, 

diversity, and a built environment that supports and 

encourages an active citizenry. New and emerging 

uses can be woven into the Code in various ways 

to encourage the creation of dynamic, mixed-use 

walkable neighborhoods; neighborhood retail, live/

work spaces, local food production opportunities, 

and a diverse range of housing types that can 

accommodate a broad range of needs, preferences, 

and incomes. 

Standards can be refined to ensure that Portland’s 

neighborhood patterns are acknowledged within 

the Code, while allowing for an expanded palette 

of residential dwelling types that can encourage 

affordability and provide options for upsizing, 

downsizing, and aging-in-place. As a dynamic city, 

Portland must also acknowledge the need to 

respond to the challenges of a changing future. 

The Land Use Code revision can provide direction 

for the city to accommodate growth responsibly, 

encouraging dynamic growth in those areas that are 

at lowest risk of inundation due to climate change 

and sea level rise. Further, it can remove barriers 

to uses and technologies such as solar and wind 

installations.

The Land Use Code revision can also re-think the 

City’s approach to its built form where appropriate, 

allowing for new, taller buildings where it makes 

sense – accommodating greater densities and 

diversifying the urban character of the city. As 

Portland continues to grow, the peninsula remains 

the same size; new densities, a new approach to 

height, and responsive design controls should be 

considered to ensure that growth can be absorbed 

intentionally, contributing to the dynamic character 

of the city, and reinforcing Portland’s sense of place 

rather than detracting from it. 

In addition to the new, a dynamic city provides 

opportunities for the reuse or conversion of 

The Land Use Code 
& Portland’s Plan
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older, character-giving structures that may have 

outlived their intended purposes, but are ready to 

be given new life. The Land Use Code revision can 

provide standards that accommodate the reuse or 

conversion of structures in response to changing 

markets and dynamics within the city. Finally, the 

Land Use Code revision can support a dynamic 

multi-modal transportation system within the city 

by addressing items like parking standards, required 

EV charging facilities, public realm elements, bicycle 

accommodations, and allowances for transit-

supportive densities where appropriate.

FOCUS ON: PARKING POLICY

As in many American communities, off-street 

parking requirements commonly arise as one 

of the most often discussed aspects of the 

City’s land use code. Over the past several 

decades, the City has worked to calibrate 

the off-street parking ordinance to best 

practice, local conditions, and the city’s vision, 

adding bicycle parking standards in 2008, 

parking study-based standards in 2010, a 

fee-in-lieu provision in 2010, and exemptions 

for certain residential development in 

2016. Transportation Demand Management 

requirements, designed to minimize the need 

for off-street parking, have existed in the code 

since the mid-2000s. 

Under ReCode Phase I, parking policy in the 

city evolved several steps further. Phase I 

streamlined and expanded existing off-street 

parking regulations, such as shared vehicle 

provisions, shared parking provisions, 

fee-in-lieu provisions, and residential off-

street parking requirements. Even more 

significantly, ReCode Phase I resulted in the 

creation of an off-street parking exemption 

for all uses within 1/4 mile of fixed route 

transit, effectively eliminating parking 

requirements for 2/3 of the city. These 

changes, in total, were designed with the 

goal of reducing the effect of off-street 

parking as a barrier to housing development, 

encouraging a more walkable pedestrian 

environment, driving the use of transit, and 

supporting the City’s broader climate-related 

goals. 

The Land Use Code 
& Portland’s Plan
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STRATEGIZING TO ENSURE THAT THE HEALTH 

AND WELL-BEING OF ALL RESIDENTS IS 

PARAMOUNT, MAKING PORTLAND A MORE 

SECURE CITY.

The City is committed to ensuring that all Portlanders 

have access to housing, healthy food, and economic 

opportunity. Moreover, Portland is committed to 

proactively preparing to address the economic and 

environmental challenges presented by climate 

change, enhancing the long-term security of the city 

itself. In the context of the Land Use Code revision, 

the concept of security is multifaceted.

The Land Use Code revision can clarify and expand 

the range of dwelling types allowed within the 

city, diversifying and expanding access to housing 

options. Additionally, the City’s regulatory tools can 

be evaluated in the context of housing affordability, 

allowing for the exploration of new tools, techniques, 

and incentives that can contribute to the creation 

of new housing, and new affordable housing, within 

Portland. Food security can also be addressed 

through allowances for new uses within the city’s 

neighborhoods and allowances for multiple forms of 

food production and urban agriculture, working to 

expand access to fresh, healthy food. 

FOCUS ON: COMPLETE NEIGHBORHOODS

Portland’s Plan prioritizes the concept of complete 

neighborhoods, where all residents have access to 

the basic necessities of daily life - high quality and 

affordable housing, schools and other civic functions, 

food, open space, other amenities and services - within 

a walkable or bike-able distance. The city already has 

examples of these neighborhoods, each with its own 

social networks, physical form and scale, and distinct 

sense of identity. Supporting these neighborhoods, 

and fostering others, is fundamental to the growth of a 

dynamic city as envisioned in Portland’s Plan. 

As part of ReCode Portland, the City has conducted a 

complete neighborhoods analysis - a geospatial analysis 

to determine levels of access to a variety of important 

resources and amenities by residents city-wide. A 

critical next step is to understand how the existing 

code - whether in the mix and form of allowed uses, 

in residential densities, or in public infrastructure - is 

facilitating complete neighborhoods. This work involves 

many questions. Are certain types of uses prohibited 

in residential areas where they may be appropriate, or 

are neighborhood-scale businesses allowed in too few 

locations? Aside from uses and scale, are there other 

factors that limit complete neighborhoods, such as 

uncomfortable streetscapes or inadequate pedestrian 

and bicycle infrastructure? These questions will help to 

ensure that ReCode helps build an environment where 

all households have convenient access to the basic 

necessities of daily life. 

The Land Use Code 
& Portland’s Plan
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The needs of all residents can be addressed through 

the consideration, and in some instances clarification, 

of a full range of social service uses within the 

City’s Land Use Code. Standards can be included to 

ensure that potential impacts are balanced with the 

need to accommodate the city’s most vulnerable 

populations. The security of Portland’s housing stock 

can also be prioritized through regulations that link 

key opportunities for investment in new housing to 

those areas at lowest risk from the impacts of climate 

change and sea level rise, taking a holistic look to 

encourage concentrations of new housing to locate 

responsibly in low-risk areas. 

RESPONDING TO AND REFLECTING THE 

CITY’S UNIQUE CULTURE, CHARACTER, AND 

COMMUNITIES TO MAINTAIN AN AUTHENTIC 

PORTLAND.

For centuries, Portland has been a place where 

people have lived. The mixture of a storied history, 

unique and intact neighborhood patterns, a strong 

preservation ethic, and an identity still rooted in 

Portland’s working waterfront and industry combine 

to create a unique and richly layered urban context. 

This presents both a challenge and an opportunity for 

the Land Use Code revision; to provide the City the 

tools and techniques to accommodate new growth 

and development in a manner that respects and 

reinforces Portland’s authentic sense of place.

The Land Use Code revision can help maintain and 

enhance the patterns of development that make 

Portland special. This can include thinking about 

the traditional mix of uses that might have occurred 

within the city’s neighborhoods and reincorporating 

things like the neighborhood corner store or other 

smaller scale commercial uses, something that was 

historically found in many Portland neighborhoods. 

It can also include examining the patterns of 

neighborhood development within the city and 

reincorporating permissions for a range of dwelling 

types, from single-family to “missing middle” style 

triplex and quadraplex dwellings to multi-family 

development where appropriate. Further, it can 

include thinking carefully about the design and 

context of development in Portland, helping to ensure 

that the essential historic fabric of the city remains 

The Land Use Code 
& Portland’s Plan
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intact and that – though architectural styles may 

vary – new development remains authentic to the 

local character and complementary to the Portland 

vernacular. This also means that considerations 

should be made to examine the character of, and 

concerns related to, development on Portland’s 

islands, to ensure that their unique identities continue 

to be respected in an updated Code.

As the city has grown over time, its form has naturally 

responded to the social, geographic, and economic 

pressures exerted upon it. As new pressures begin to 

impact the city’s development, such as a shortage of 

affordable housing and the threat of climate change 

and sea level rise, the City must continue to adapt 

and respond – as it always has – to the challenges 

and opportunities of the day. This can mean thinking 

critically about how to provide opportunities for new 

housing within the city – the form that such housing 

might take, as well as where it is most appropriate 

to incentivize new development given the data 

regarding high-risk versus low-risk areas of the city. 

Complementary to this, it can involve considerations 

for ensuring that new development respects the city’s 

rich history and that, in the face of new development, 

essential elements of the city’s history are preserved. 

Likewise, it can mean prioritizing access, whether 

visual or physical, to the city’s key natural amenities 

and public spaces, including its waterfront areas 

where appropriate. 

The Land Use Code revision can also be an 

opportunity for Portland to address issues of 

building form and permitted height in a way that 

feels authentic to the places of Portland. The current 

paradigm in downtown, for instance - organizing 

height primarily around the Congress Street 

commercial spine – may need to be reevaluated to 

ensure it is still the best approach given the growth of 

the city and changes over time. The City’s numerous 

height maps can be evaluated, looking at the city 

holistically to make sure it’s prepared to respond to 

growth and development in a way that is authentic 

and rational. Finally, authenticity can be built into 

the City’s Land Use Code by ensuring that maritime 

and industrial uses and districts are maintained and 

oriented such that these economies can continue to 

thrive in Portland. 

The Land Use Code 
& Portland’s Plan
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FOCUS ON: HOUSING

Housing in Portland, as in many communities, 

is a complex issue. In response to the need for 

new, diverse and affordable housing, the City has 

created numerous tools to encourage the creation, 

preservation, and replacement of housing units. For 

instance, the current Land Use Code includes a variety 

of “Big A” affordable housing tools: dimensional 

bonuses, fee reductions, and expedited review for the 

creation of affordable housing units, and inclusionary 

zoning requirements. Additionally, there are a number 

of “Little A” strategies at work in the City code to 

preserve and create new housing more broadly, 

including housing replacement provisions, standards 

addressing residential conversions, tools to address 

relocation of displaced residents, flexible dimensional 

zone standards related to use, bulk, and area, 

streamlined provisions for accessory dwelling units, 

and progressive, transit-oriented parking policy. These 

strategies, working together, represent a diverse 

toolkit for addressing the issue of housing in the city. 

As a result, housing is being built in Portland - almost 

1,500 units over the last four years. However, there is 

no question that there is more that the Code could 

do to address issues of housing supply, diversity, and 

affordability. 

Diverse Housing

As the city continues to grow and attract new 

residents, considerations should be made in the 

Code to allow for expanded housing options that 

appeal to a broad range of demographics, incomes, 

needs, and preferences. Expansion of housing options 

should occur across the city’s neighborhoods, but 

be tailored to ensure that growth is accommodated 

in a purposeful and contextual way. The City’s zones 

and their permitted uses should accommodate a 

diversity of dwelling types and densities such that 

all residents have options and choice, whether their 

preference is a traditional single-family neighborhood, 

a mixed-dwelling neighborhood incorporating 

single-family, two-family and a variety of middle-

density dwellings, or a predominantly multi-family 

environment of townhomes and larger structures in 

a denser development pattern. Similarly, residents 

should have options that allow them to remain in 

their homes or neighborhoods of choice, aging in 

place and maintaining affordability through the ability 

to downsize to a smaller unit or to add an accessory 

dwelling on their property.

There are a variety of strategies that the City can 

pursue within its Land Use Code to expand housing 

diversity in Portland.

Think Bigger

Allowing for more density and more height in critical 

areas can be a powerful tool to create new housing 

in the community. While Portland’s mixed-use zones 

currently allow for significant height and density, 

The Land Use Code 
& Portland’s Plan
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FOCUS ON: HOUSING (Continued...)

there may be opportunities to modify base zoning 

requirements to encourage more housing in 

appropriate areas, such as in proximity to downtown 

or along major transit corridors.

Think Smaller

Conversely, going smaller can also provide 

more affordable housing options. In some city 

neighborhoods, new development forms should be 

considered to allow for creativity and flexibility in 

the development of new housing types that meet 

a variety of needs and preferences. As an example, 

these might include standards for compact residential 

development forms that can be built into existing 

neighborhood fabric. Urban development patterns 

can be acknowledged and reinforced through 

provisions that allow for and encourage the creation 

of smaller units on smaller lots, where contextually 

appropriate. 

Think About the Middle

While the City’s existing regulations encourage the 

development of “middle density” housing– those 

forms of housing falling between traditional detached 

single-family and more intense multi-family or 

mixed-use development - in some areas of the city 

(within the R-6, for example), they could go further 

in supporting this housing type in other contexts. 

These forms of housing are a critical tool in providing 

expanded housing options in a manner that respects 

established neighborhood context. Moving forward, 

the City’s palette of zones and their allowed uses 

can help to clarify what these forms are, how they 

are permitted, and what might be the best and 

most contextually respectful way to expand these 

possibilities into neighborhoods where medium 

density housing is not currently permitted or easily 

achievable. 

The Big Picture

Phase II of ReCode will take a comprehensive 

look at the suite of housing tools currently used, 

seeing where they may overlap, conflict, or create 

unintended consequences. The goal is to get a clear 

picture of how the City’s variety of tools is working 

systematically to address the creation of new, diverse, 

and affordable housing within Portland. This holistic 

look may reveal opportunities to amend, edit, or add 

new tools to further the City’s goals related to diverse 

and affordable housing.

The Land Use Code 
& Portland’s Plan
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COORDINATING STANDARDS TO ENSURE 

PORTLAND RESIDENTS ARE CONNECTED TO 

THE CITY’S WEALTH OF AMENITIES, NATURAL 

RESOURCES, AND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES.

The concept of connectedness is key within 

Portland’s Plan. Coordination between land use and 

transportation can be an important component 

in enhancing quality of life for Portland residents, 

enabling easy access to employment, housing, and a 

range of goods and services targeted toward their 

daily needs. 

Within the Land Use Code revision, this can 

mean expanding the range of allowed uses in 

neighborhoods, enabling residents the ability to 

meet their daily needs within walking distance 

of their homes or offices. It can mean further 

targeting density and development for transit-rich 

areas, augmenting the affordability of housing by 

providing access to goods, services, and employment 

without the need for an automobile. And it can 

mean expanding the availability of things like EV 

charging and bicycle parking to support emerging 

transportation technologies and enrich the multi-

modal network within Portland. 

Connectedness can also manifest as prioritizing both 

physical and visual access to key natural resources 

and amenities such as parks, open space, and the 

city’s waterfront resources, allowing Portlanders 

to keep connected to the wealth of health and 

recreational opportunities the city has to offer. 

Finally, as the concept of connectedness is prioritized, 

the Land Use Code revision can provide guidance 

through standards that address the public realm, the 

organization of space, and the interface between 

private structures and the public realm. 

The Land Use Code 
& Portland’s Plan
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An effective Code combines rational substantive 

controls with innovative approaches and fair 

procedures, which – when applied – work to assure 

a pattern of development and redevelopment that 

respects existing character, facilitates change where 

needed and desired, and affirmatively furthers a 

City’s adopted policies. Additionally, regulations 

must be well organized, illustrative, and easy to use. 

Standards and procedures should be clearly stated 

and administered in a straightforward, transparent 

manner. 

Portland has already made significant progress 

during Phase I of the ReCode process. With the goal 

of augmenting and furthering the work of Phase I, 

this evaluation has focused on a number of specific 

objectives:

• A revised Land Use Code should implement the 

key policies of Portland’s Plan.

• A revised Land Use Code should address key issues 

identified by staff and stakeholders, including 

housing diversity and affordability and the impacts 

of climate change, among others.

• A revised Land Use Code should integrate land use 

controls and urban design considerations to create 

a series of regulatory controls that respond to the 

needs of the city and its unique character. 

• A revised Land Use Code should be forward-

thinking in nature, flexible, and responsive to both 

market demands and public expectations for 

future development.

This evaluation focuses on regulatory issues and 

potential revisions identified during a comprehensive 

review of the City’s Code. It is not the intent of this 

evaluation to identify every needed change; many 

changes will be of a minor, technical nature intended 

to further “clean-up” the Code and enhance its user-

friendliness. Further, some suggestions within this 

evaluation will require further study and testing, and 

will likely need to be implemented in subsequent city 

efforts. The intent of this evaluation is to highlight 

issues, discuss potential revisions, and explore 

concepts and approaches that would constitute 

substantive changes to the City’s current regulations.

ORGANIZATION

This evaluation is organized in response to the 

technical nature and construction of the City’s 

Land Use Code. As such, concepts, approaches, and 

recommendations are grouped according to the 

relevant topics within the Code. These include the 

following: 

• Uses and Use Standards

• Dimensional Standards & Design

• Zones

• General Development Standards

• Parking, Loading, and Access

• Landscape

• Nonconformities

• Code Structure

Within each topic, specific recommendations and 

approaches are identified by the Portland’s Plan

Technical Evaluation,
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key themes they work to implement: equitable, 

sustainable, dynamic, secure, authentic, and 

connected. The intent of this organization is to help 

readers in understanding connections between the 

technical recommendations and approaches within 

this evaluation, and the larger policy goals of the City. 

Where a recommendation within this evaluation 

pertains to the Land Use Code structure more 

generally, it is identified not by a key theme, 

but as a “Structural” recommendation. Such 

recommendations are intended to complement 

the “clean-up” and reorganization that occurred 

during Phase I of ReCode. As a component of Phase 

II, these structural recommendations should be 

read as a lower priority than their more substantive 

counterparts.

Technical Evaluation, 
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1.A. The Code should address additional 

neighborhood uses and leverage neighborhood 

mixed-use zoning to encourage development of 

complete neighborhoods. 

Codes need to be continually refined to address 

various uses that may be issues for a city, or new 

uses that have emerged in today’s planning and 

development environment. The City’s Phase I update 

to the use structure - using the generic use approach 

- has created significant flexibilities to allow for 

desired new uses. However, the Code could be further 

updated to address specific uses that correspond to 

City goals. 

For instance, older residential neighborhoods were 

often developed with pockets of limited commercial 

services. These are what we might typically refer 

to as the “corner store,” (though other small scale 

commercial establishments could be accommodated 

by this model). These structures can be part of the 

residential fabric of a neighborhood and are critical to 

the concept of complete neighborhoods. Currently, 

the code supports neighborhood-scale retail with a 

small, neighborhood mixed-use zone, the B-1, while 

residential zones generally prohibit new retail.

To encourage more neighborhood-scale retail in a 

corner store pattern, the City could map the B-1 Zone 

onto parcels that have historically provided space 

for neighborhood-scale commercial uses, as well 

as consider opportunities to map B-1 to locations 

that might be conducive to neighborhood retail/

corner store uses in the future. Such locations could 

include Stevens Avenue/Brighton Avenue, which is in 

residential zoning but has historically supported small, 

commercial uses, and locations along outer Auburn 

Street and/or Allen Avenue. Simultaneously, the City 

may wish to consider the range of non-residential 

uses that are permitted within residential zones, to 

see if there are opportunities to expand options for 

low-impact uses appropriate for a neighborhood 

context. 

1.B. The Code should address additional creative 

uses not currently listed. 

As indicated above, codes should be continually 

evaluated and refined to ensure that they address 

new and emerging uses. One area of emerging uses 

particularly relevant to Portland’s economy is creative 

uses. A number of these types of uses are currently 

being allowed under the City’s definition for “low-

impact industrial,” which is permitted broadly within 

the industrial and mixed-use zones. 

While Portland’s Plan provides a strong basis for 

supporting the creative economy, commercial 

encroachment on industrially-zoned land has long 

been an area of concern, particularly on the peninsula, 

and as a result, there is also a strong policy foundation 

around retaining industrial space for industrial uses. 

For this reason, a broadening of the “low-impact 

industrial” use category to span both industrial and 

mixed-use contexts and support more creative uses 

carries both some benefits and some potential hazards. 

Uses & Use
Standards
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Adding specificity around some creative uses could 

allow for additional control over where such uses 

occur across the city and how impacts are managed, 

while ensuring that the “low-impact industrial” 

category can remain truly industrial in nature. For 

instance, by differentiating some small-scale creative, 

industrial uses, such as micro-production of alcohol 

or specialty food service (e.g., candy makers, bakeries, 

caterers, or coffee makers), the City could allow 

for the inclusion of these uses in zones where they 

are currently not permitted, with tailored standards 

appropriate for the context. In the mixed-use context, 

these uses could be augmented by a requirement 

for ancillary retail sales (currently required for low-

impact industrial uses in several mixed-use zones) 

and/or restaurant component that sells or serves 

the products produced on site. Other, more typical 

industrial uses, including those that would clearly fall 

within the ‘creative’ context, could be more explicitly 

reserved for industrial zoning. 

1.C. The Code could address several specific new 

social service uses. 

A range of social service uses could be addressed 

within the Code to add clarity, avoid ambiguity, and 

enable tailoring of use permissions and standards 

related to specific operations and impacts where 

necessary. For instance, the City could consider 

including social service center as a specific use. 

This use would encompass service establishments 

that aid those recovering from chemical or alcohol 

dependency; survivors of abuse seeking support; 

those transitioning from homelessness or prior 

incarceration; and those with health and disability 

concerns. It would not include in-patient, overnight, 

or living quarters for recipients of the service or for 

the staff, and would not include medical examinations 

or procedures, or medical detoxification, dispensing 

of drugs or medications, or other treatments normally 

conducted in a medical office. References to state 

licenses would be added as a standard tied to such a 

use. 

1.D. Consider revising the definition of 

“agriculture” to include modern agricultural 

activities. As recommended within the City’s 

Community Agriculture Plan. 

The City’s current definition of agriculture is rather 

broad, and not inclusive of some more modern modes 

of urban food production. To add clarity, the City 

could consider expanding the definition of agriculture 

to capture modern, urban agriculture activities 

and permitting it in more zones (it is currently only 

allowed in R-1, R-2, and IR-1), or refining a set of 

agricultural uses that addresses the varied forms and 

their impacts. These may include “Agriculture, Animal 

Husbandry,” “Agriculture, Cultivation,” “Agriculture, 

Intensive.” Such refinements could expand how 

and where food production, including small-scale 

distribution or sales of food, is allowed within the city. 

Equitable Connected Secure
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1.E. Expand and clarify the range of dwelling 

types allowed in the city. 

The current range of dwelling types should be 

modified to provide clarity and consistency within the 

Code. Currently, the residential uses within the Code’s 

use table may be both too vague (concerning dwelling 

types) and too specific (concerning individual unit 

types). This is particularly striking in the progression 

of residential uses, which moves from single-family 

dwellings to two-family dwellings, and then jumps 

right to multi-family and multiplex dwellings. This 

means that middle-density housing – particularly 

three-unit and four-unit dwellings - falls within the 

multi-family use category, which is permitted very 

selectively within the city’s residential zones.

The range of housing types allowed within the Code 

could be expanded through the incorporation of 

specific definitions for three-family and four-family 

dwellings. These are typically defined outside of a 

“multi-family” dwelling definition, as the impacts 

of these uses are often more limited, and they may 

be a better fit as a potential infill dwelling type in 

established residential areas. In fact, looking at the 

City’s land use data, these types of dwellings already 

exist in most of the established residential zones 

including the R-3 and R-4, where they are currently – 

under the definition of multi-family - either prohibited 

or allowed only as a conditional use.

Further, there is an opportunity to clarify the 

definitions of “multiplex,” and “multi-family.” The 

current definitions establish a threshold of three or 

more units for both of these uses, with significant 

ambiguity around any distinction between the two. 

Moving forward, a simpler approach may be to 

incorporate definitions for three-family and four-

family units, convert the “multiplex” to address the 

townhouse/attached development form, and address 

five or more units within a structure through the 

definition of multi-family.

1.F. Add clarity around specific housing-related 

uses (e.g., lodging houses, SNIDUs, congregate 

care, etc.).

The existing Land Use Code includes several related, 

potentially overlapping categories of specific 

residential uses, including sheltered care group 

homes, lodging houses, congregate care, intermediate 

care, and long-term and extended care. In addition, 

the Code allows for dwelling units targeted towards 

populations with special needs, including special 

needs independent dwelling units and handicapped 

family units. While some of these variations are 

important within the code, ambiguity between 

classifications has the potential to cause confusion. 

Phase II provides an opportunity to add clarity around 

these uses. 

Equitable Connected Dynamic SecureSustainable Authentic
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1.G. A comprehensive set of temporary uses 

should be addressed in the Code.

The current Land Use Code does not 

comprehensively address temporary uses. Currently 

it seems that the primary temporary uses regulated in 

the Code include “maker’s markets” in the IL-b Zone, 

“temporary sales” which appear related only to sales 

of personal items, and “temporary [produce] stands,” 

while other temporary uses, such as farmers’ markets, 

festivals, and food trucks, are addressed under other 

chapters of the code and/or other regulations entirely. 

A more comprehensive approach to temporary 

uses through the Land Use Code could be beneficial 

– identifying in which zones they are allowed, 

timeframes, siting, and requirements for operational 

plans. The following temporary uses, some of which 

are currently addressed in other chapters of the City’s 

code of ordinances or in separate regulations, could 

be considered:

• Farm stands

• Temporary outdoor entertainment events

• Temporary retail sales events

• Temporary sales events of personal items

• Temporary storage pods

• Construction-related temporary uses: storage 

yards, on-site offices

The City may wish to pursue a temporary use permit 

model, which would enable the City to regulate these 

uses to control any potential impacts, and to ensure 

that a temporary use is not functioning, in fact, as 

a permanent use. This would also allow for easier 

enforcement. 

1.H. Consider adjusting the City’s use regulations 

to ensure they support a circular and sharing 

economy; identify and eliminate barriers to 

businesses that reuse or repair consumer goods. 

As recommended within One Climate Future.

The City has been allowing these types of uses 

under the “low-impact industrial” use without issue. 

However, there may be a desire to consider adding 

specific uses to support a circular and sharing 

economy within the city. The creation of specific uses 

like “Maker Space,” or “Artisan Industrial,” can allow 

the City to tailor where such uses may locate, and 

what standards are in place to control any potential 

impacts. These types of uses can also often serve 

as a community gathering space, or a type of small-

scale business incubator that may not be adequately 

captured by the definition of “low-impact industrial.” 

As such, if the desire is to continue allowing them 

under the definition of “low-impact industrial,” 

consideration should be given to amending the 

definition to clarify that they are included within such 

use. 
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1.I. Evaluate and revise as needed to ensure 

that solar installations can be maximized and 

streamlined. As recommended within One Climate 

Future.

The Land Use Code currently allows for multiple 

forms of solar energy systems, including those 

integrated into and mounted on structures, as well 

as stand-alone solar installations as a principal use 

of land, splitting such systems into “solar energy 

system (minor)” and “solar energy system (major)” 

based upon a threshold of 9,999 square feet. In sum, 

it appears that the current Code is quite permissive 

of these types of systems. Moving through the 

Code revision process, however, opportunities 

to expand access to renewable energy systems 

should be evaluated and carefully considered, either 

through substantive changes to the standards or by 

streamlining them. Further, once the MUBEC stretch 

code is finalized and adopted, the City’s regulations 

should be re-examined to ensure there are no 

conflicts. Lastly, there may be opportunities to revisit 

the treatment of solar installations within historic 

districts with the aim of better balancing the City’s 

historic preservation and climate goals. 

1.J. Consider some potential updates to the 

Code’s use structure. 

Consider ways to structure uses within waterfront 

and other zones that provide consistency with 

Article 6. 

Currently, all uses are not fully consolidated within 

Article 6, which may create some difficulties. Potential 

issues we have identified include:

• The India Street Form-Based Code lists prohibited 

uses. While this is a common approach to form-

based coding, it does leave open the possibility 

for undesirable uses because “no one thought 

of that.” Because the current use approach is so 

flexible, the City may want to consider bringing the 

form-based code into a global use matrix to avoid 

any potential inconsistencies.

• Additional zones, such as the waterfront 

zones, have another set of permitted uses. The 

relationship between these uses and Article 6 

needs to be defined to keep the user aware and to 

prevent any interpretation conflicts. Additionally, 

there may be opportunities to structure use and 

dimensional standards in the waterfront zones in a 

way that mirrors Article 6, simply for ease of use. 

Dynamic SecureSustainable
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Consider a reorganization of the use standards 

within the Land Use Code. 

Currently, there are two sections of Article 6 

that contain use standards. Section 6.4 contains 

supplemental use standards that apply to permitted 

or conditional uses. Then, Section 6.5 contains the 

conditional use process and conditional use standards 

for select conditional uses. This can be confusing to 

users, as they may not be aware that certain uses may 

be subject to standards. More typically, a Code will 

contain one set of use standards, like that currently 

found in Section 6.4, that apply to permitted or 

conditional uses. If certain standards only apply in the 

case of a conditional use, those can be delineated as 

such.

Uses & Use 
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2.A. Consider developing bonus provisions 

within the residential and mixed-use zones to 

encourage sustainable construction and/or a 

walkable, urban environment. Expansion of a 

recommendation from One Climate Future.

The Code currently contains a targeted series of 

bonus provisions. These include a height bonus within 

the IS-FBC for the provision of additional density, 

green roofs, and workforce and/or low-income 

housing. They also include a series of bonuses for 

the provision of workforce or low-income housing 

in eligible projects as defined within Article 18 of the 

Code. These bonuses can confer additional height, 

additional density, reduced setbacks, and reduced 

fees for eligible projects.

The Code revision process should evaluate 

opportunities to expand the current bonus 

provisions to encourage sustainable construction. 

Bonuses, in the form of height, additional density, 

reduced setbacks, etc. may be considered for new 

development that achieves high-performance 

construction, such as net-zero, passive house, or 

LEED certification. Bonuses could also be considered 

for projects that contain active ground floor uses 

that support a more walkable, urban environment. 

In either case, the utility of bonuses versus base 

standards should be considered, as well as the 

potential effect of new bonuses on the city’s existing 

bonus provisions. 

2.B. Evaluate dimensional standards and uses 

permitted throughout the city in the context of 

risk and resilience. As recommended within One 

Climate Future.

In the future, Portland will experience the impacts 

of higher sea levels, hotter temperatures, and likely 

more powerful and frequent storms that may damage 

the city’s buildings and infrastructure. These are 

the realities of climate change. The ReCode process 

provides the City of Portland with an opportunity to 

take a holistic, long-range look at patterns of growth 

and development within the city, and to determine 

whether those patterns – if continued – contribute to 

the resiliency of the city.

As stated in Portland’s Plan, regulations governing 

development within the city should not be static. 

Phase II of the ReCode process is one opportunity 

to evaluate patterns of land use and make strategic 

changes where appropriate. However, in the future, 

additional strategies should be pursued, such as the 

development of resilience zoning overlays that can 

incentivize higher density construction in areas with 

no or low flood risk while setting higher standards 

for resiliency and/or preventing development of 

hazardous, vulnerable, or incompatible uses in areas 

determined to be at high flood risk. The concept of 

resiliency zoning is introduced within One Climate 

Future, in which Portland commits to evaluating a 

number of scenarios and approaches to resilience 

overlays. 
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Development of such overlays will require significant 

additional study, gathering and synthesis of data and 

modeling to classify land within the city based upon 

flood risk, public engagement, and determination of 

an overall approach to implement such a tool. This 

study, while beyond the scope of the work of Phase II, 

should be carried forward in a subsequent City effort.

2.C. Consider development of zone dimensional 

and design standards that encourage visual and 

physical access to the city’s waterfront areas. 

Expansion of a recommendation from Portland’s 

Plan.

Portland’s Plan acknowledges the paramount 

importance of the city’s waterfront areas as 

environmental, economic, and recreational assets. 

The plan indicates that though change will occur 

within the city’s waterfront areas, land use policies 

should continue to support a strong base of marine-

dependent uses while allowing for economic growth 

and investment on the waterfront and preserving 

key public recreational access. One approach to 

preserving access might be to develop a set of 

standards for development along the waterfront 

that prioritizes maintaining public access, whether 

visual or physical. Standards can reference the City’s 

designated view corridors, and can also encourage 

building forms that preserve access through passages, 

breaks in massing, and other design strategies. These 

strategies can be included for new development not 

just within the waterfront zones, but for all waterfront 

areas along Casco Bay, and the Stroudwater, 

Presumpscot, and Fore Rivers. In the waterfront 

zones, careful consideration of the operational needs 

of water-dependent uses as priorities in the zone will 

need to be considered when evaluating new public 

access possibilities. 

2.D. Refine regulations pertaining to the bulk 

and placement of structures in the Land Use 

Code.

Across the spectrum of zones within the Code, there 

may be opportunities to simplify the way that the bulk 

and placement of structures is addressed.

Residential Zones. Within the residential zones 

in particular, bulk and placement of structures is 

addressed at a granular level, with varying standards 

based upon groups or categories of uses. A simpler, 

more modern approach is to provide bulk regulations 

for two categories: residential uses and nonresidential 

uses. These can be further refined to address specific 

dwelling types, such as two-family, etc. as needed, 

however standards for schools, places of assembly, 

etc. would be removed from the table and addressed 

through a series of use standards that address 

impacts or concerns related to these uses within the 

residential zones.

Further, the Code revision should explore 

opportunities to simplify the treatment of setbacks 

in the residential zones. Currently, setbacks are linked 

to the height of structures, which may be creating 
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some unnecessary confusion – as the setback 

requirements reference building height in stories, 

while building height regulations are measured simply 

in feet. Coupled with the current approach to allowing 

reductions to side setbacks within residential zones, 

these regulations become quite confusing. Moving 

forward, a simpler approach might be to create 

a single setback that applies regardless of height, 

tailored to the character of the zones to ensure 

compatibility between adjacent structures.

Accessory Structures. The City should consider 

removing regulations for the placement and bulk of 

accessory structures from the dimensional standards, 

and instead regulate these through a comprehensive 

set of accessory structure regulations, allowing them 

to be tailored to individual types of structures as may 

be needed.

Measurement Methodologies. Currently, the 

dimensional standards for the residential zones allow 

for the front setback to be established at the “average 

depth of adjacent front yards.” There is, however, 

no methodology for how this average should be 

taken, and what counts as an adjacent front yard – 

something that should be clarified. Further, there 

may be an opportunity to refine specific dimensional 

standards to better address current conditions, 

such as through a discrete “corner side setback,” 

and “reverse corner side setback,” which may both 

be addressed through the current side setback 

requirements, but could benefit from additional 

clarity.

2.E. Consolidate and refine basic design 

standards in keeping with the work on the 

design manual.

The Code currently contains design regulations within 

the site plan ordinance, as well as within various other 

areas of the code, including the historic preservation 

ordinance, the R-7 Compact Urban Residential 

Overlay, performance standards, and even in use 

standards.

In keeping with the concurrent design manual work, 

and with the exception of the historic preservation 

design standards, general design standards should 

be consolidated within the site plan ordinance of 

the code. Further, they should be made simpler, 

more objective, and more consistent (currently, 

the first three standards for the R-7 Zone move 

from standards that specify “should,” to those that 

“must,” to those that “shall” be met). A basic set of 

standards that address the fundamental elements of 

good design can be an effective means of ensuring a 

solid design foundation from which to review more 

detailed design considerations.

Sustainable Authentic
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2.F. The Code should regulate impervious 

surface maximums in all residential zones. 

Expansion of a recommendation from One Climate 

Future.

One Climate Future recommends encouraging the 

conversion of impervious surfaces and the integration 

of green infrastructure through educational tools, 

resources, programs and incentives. A simple way to 

address impervious surface for new development 

is to include a maximum coverage within the 

residential zones. Currently, the Land Use Code 

controls for lot coverage, and contains a control that 

is essentially the inverse of an impervious surface 

maximum – requiring a ratio of “landscaped open 

space,” but this is only applicable within the R-6 and 

R-6a Zone. A more cohesive approach to regulating 

impervious surfaces would benefit the code, giving 

the city the ability to ensure that new development 

does not dramatically increase stormwater runoff, 

erosion, and sedimentation within residential areas. 

A control would more clearly define what constitutes 

impervious surface, limit the total impervious surface 

on a site, including structures and surfaces such as 

driveways and non-permeable paths and patios. In 

zones that encourage higher lot coverage to allow for 

greater densities and new development, consideration 

of alternate tools such as green roofs and low impact 

development requirements may be appropriate. 

2.G. Explore opportunities to encourage transit-

oriented development within appropriate areas 

of the city, in coordination with regional transit 

planning. As recommended within Portland’s Plan 

and One Climate Future.

Portland has recently moved to adopt one of the key 

basics of a transit-oriented development approach 

through a categorical exception that exempts 

uses within ¼ mile of a fixed-route transit service 

from parking requirements. To further develop 

this approach, and to encourage the creation of 

true mixed-use transit-oriented development, the 

city should refine its regulations to ensure that the 

zoning supports the co-location of transportation 

infrastructure and density. For instance, the city 

should consider ways to adjust allowed densities to 

achieve transit-supportive levels proximate to transit 

nodes and corridors – generally considered to be 

over 8 units per acre, though One Climate Future 

suggests that such nodes in Portland should aim for 

10 to 20 residential units per acre. These permitted 

densities (or higher immediately adjacent to transit 

nodes) should be targeted and coordinated with 

regional transit planning to ensure that land use and 

transportation complement each other and create 

the dense, nodal development necessary to support 

robust transit.

While existing transit corridors are generally well-

established, moving forward, further coordination 

between the City and the regional transit agencies 

will be necessary to determine the most appropriate 
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locations for targeted, transit-oriented land use 

policy, particularly as a rapid transit strategy for 

the region is developed. Once locations have been 

identified, specific standards can be created to ensure 

development in line with the City’s vision, including 

additional density, additional height, and pedestrian-

oriented design standards. Such standards may be 

pulled together in a number of ways, including within 

a base zone or zones, or as an overlay.

2.H. Consider opportunities to refine height 

controls within the Land Use Code’s mixed-use 

zones.

The mixed-use zones address height in a fine-grained 

manner through specific, granular controls such as 

those of the Downtown and Bayside height maps, 

and various footnotes indicating specific height 

permissions and restrictions, such as those that apply 

along sections of Commercial Street. The zones also 

address height through a straightforward series of 

permissions for certain zones, such as the B-1 and 

the B-1b. Understanding that allowed heights are a 

sensitive issue throughout the city, we recommend 

maintaining the granular level of control that has been 

established. 

There may be opportunities to refine permitted 

heights that correspond with the city’s broader goals, 

however. For instance, the City could consider small 

increments of height adjustment at corners as a 

means of bookending blocks within nodes or along 

corridors. 

There may also be opportunities to refine heights in 

some select zones, such as the B-2 zones. Currently, 

the B-2 zones allow a range of heights, from 45’ 

as a base standard, to 50’ if the ground floor is in 

commercial use, to 65’ in the B-2 and B-2c zones on 

large lots with increased setbacks. Given the mapped 

location of the B-2b zone and its stated objective of 

encouraging “moderate to high density housing in 

urban neighborhoods along arterials,” there may be 

a desire to consider increasing the allowed heights in 

the zone to more closely align with those of the B-2 

and B-2c.

Further, as heights are being reconsidered, 

opportunities to consolidate and align the City’s 

overall approach to height should be considered. 

The numerous existing height maps in place present 

a challenge to review and interpretation, and were 

created at different times, with different stakeholders, 

interests, and objectives. 

To accommodate growth and modern development 

in a coordinated and intentional way, the City 

should consider taking a holistic look at where in 

Portland greater heights may be appropriate. The 

Land Use Code revision is a good opportunity to 

begin a conversation about how heights are handled 

within the city, both on and off-peninsula. While 

opportunities to align and consolidate controls will 

be explored during the Phase II process, further study 

and specific, targeted outreach are likely needed to 

conceptualize and gain support for a new approach. 
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3.A. Identify barriers, and explore options and 

implications related to allowing for a greater 

diversity of housing types within the City’s 

residential zones. Expansion of a recommendation 

from Portland’s Plan and One Climate Future.

The City’s eight residential zones have been reviewed 

and evaluated relative to their dimensional standards 

and allowed uses. While this evaluation shows that 

many of the city’s existing residential zones are 

currently achieving their stated purposes and helping 

the city to meet its comprehensive plan objectives, 

there are also areas where uses, dimensional 

standards, and boundaries could be modified to 

better meet existing goals, particularly around housing 

creation. 

The following pages contain an overview of the 

evaluation, and a series of recommendations for each 

zone, oriented toward exploring potential changes 

while ensuring that existing patterns are respected. 

The quantitative figures referenced below have 

been derived from GIS (Geographic Information 

Systems) data provided by the City of Portland, and 

are calculated based upon development information 

available for “tax parcels” within the city. The data has 

not been audited or updated as a component of this 

process, therefore any recent changes may not be 

reflected. As such, these figures should be viewed as 

illustrative of the overall patterns of development. 

Zones
Technical Evaluation, Concepts, & Approaches

Equitable Dynamic SecureSustainable Authentic
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Zones

Overview

• Single-family orientation

• 15,000sf minimum lot area

• 35’ maximum height

Analysis

• Mapped to 42 tax parcels, all in Stroudwater

• Median Yr. Built: 1950

• Typical # of Units: 1

• Typical # Stories: 1

• Median Tax Parcel: 20,471sf

• Single-Family: 74% 

conforming to current lot area standard

Recommendation / Discussion

The R-1 Zone seems to fulfill its low-density single-

family orientation. However, it is mapped to a 

relatively small number of parcels. There may be an 

opportunity to consolidate the R-1 with the R-2 Zone 

to bring existing nonconforming lots into conformity 

and allow for additional low-density development at 

the western edge of the city. 

R-1 Residential Zone
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Zones

Overview

• Single-family orientation, very limited two-family 

presence as-built

• 10,000sf minimum lot area

• 35’ maximum height

Analysis

• Mapped to 1,626 tax parcels, all off-peninsula

• Median Yr. Built: 1979

• Typical # of Units: 1

• Typical # of Stories: 2

• Median Tax Parcel: 12,979sf

• Single-Family: 85% conforming to current lot area 

standard

Recommendation / Discussion

The R-2 Zone seems to fulfill its low-density single-

family orientation. However, evaluation of both the 

R-1 and R-2 should consider which areas benefit most 

from this low-density zoning, due to environmental 

sensitivity or a wish to retain greater open space, for 

instance, and which areas might potentially be suitable 

for a different R-zone designation. In addition, the 

City could consider reductions in minimum lot size to 

encourage a more efficient pattern of single-family 

development.

R-2 Residential Zone
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Overview

• Single-family orientation, allows multi-family 

dwellings (adaptive reuse only) by conditional use 

approval

• Allows PRUD

• 6,500sf minimum lot area

• (3 ac. for PRUD)

• 35’ maximum height

Analysis

• Mapped to 8,124 tax parcels, exclusively off-peninsula

• Median Yr. Built: 1954

• Typical # of Units: 1

• Typical # of Stories: 1

• Median Tax Parcel: 8,750sf

• Single-Family: 76% conforming to current lot area 

standard

Recommendation / Discussion

The R-3 Zone does not appear to acknowledge current 

two- and three-family dwellings through its zone 

standards. The median year built for these uses is 1916, 

compared to 1954 for all structures in the zone. They 

would not be allowed to be built under the current 

code, however. The City may wish to explore a greater 

diversity of dwelling types within the R-3 zone to 

acknowledge its historic patterns.

Additionally, nearly one quarter of the R-3’s tax parcels 

do not meet the lot area minimum for a single-family 

dwelling. These substandard lots are spread throughout 

the extent of the zone, indicating that this is less an 

issue of hyperlocal form, and more an issue of a need to 

reorient the zone standards to better acknowledge the 

existing lot pattern. Likewise, initial analysis shows that 

there are significant instances of nonconformities with 

front and side setbacks within the zone as well. In order 

to allow for more consistent, traditional neighborhood 

development patterns, the City may wish to consider 

context-based solutions to front and side setbacks (e.g., 

sliding side setbacks to allow for additional setback on 

one side (e.g., for driveway) in compensation for less on 

the other side (similar to the R-6)).

Last, an analysis of historic zoning maps reveals that a 

number of areas of R-3 zoning were previously zoned 

identically to present-day R-5 zones; in these areas, the 

parcel pattern and building form more closely resemble 

R-5 neighborhoods. Here, rezoning could be considered 

as a way of achieving not only a simpler and more 

consistent code and zoning map, but also opening up 

opportunities for additional housing types.

R-3 Residential Zone

Zones
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Overview

• Single-family and two-family dwellings allowed; 

multiplex allowed through conditional use approval

• 6,000sf minimum lot area, 3,000sf/du

• 35’ maximum height

Analysis

• Mapped to 306 tax parcels, all in the West End

• Median Yr. Built: 1900

• Typical # of Units: 1

• Typical # of Stories: 2

• Median Tax Parcel: 10,156sf

• Single-Family: 86% conforming to current lot area 

standard

• Two-Family (23): 82% conforming to current lot 

area standard

• Three-Family (6): 33% conforming to current lot 

area standard

Recommendation / Discussion

The R-4 Zone appears entirely within the West 

End and Western Promenade, which has existed 

under its own residential zoning classification since 

the 1940s. While most of the lots conform to the 

current lot area standard, the standard is high for 

an urban residential zone. Additionally, there may be 

opportunities to revisit permitted uses and density 

within this zone, which is proximate to downtown and 

major employment centers and houses a number of 

large, historic structures that could support additional 

housing. 

R-4 Residential Zone

Zones
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Overview

• Single-family, two-family, multi-family (adaptive 

reuse only - conditional use) and multiplex dwellings 

allowed

• Allows PRUD

• 6,000sf minimum lot area (may be reduced to 

5,000 via small residential lot option), 3,000sf/du

• (2 ac. for PRUD)

• 35’ maximum height

Analysis

• Mapped to 4,388 tax parcels, nearly exclusively off-

peninsula

• Median Yr. Built: 1920

• Typical # of Units: 1

• Typical # of Stories: 2

• Median Tax Parcel: 6,871sf

• Single-Family: 55% conforming to current lot area 

standard (80% conforming to small residential lot 

option standard)

• Two-Family (868): 63% conforming to current lot 

area standard

• Three-Family (309): 31% conforming to current lot 

area standard

• Four-Family (70): 31% conforming to current lot 

area standard

Recommendation / Discussion

The R-5 Zone does not appear to acknowledge the 

current built form where it is mapped within the City 

of Portland. The small residential lot option brings 

the zone’s standards closer to the historic form of 

these neighborhoods, but is subject to additional 

standards related to the creation/current use of the 

lot. Simplification or even elimination of the small 

residential lot option, perhaps by bringing the base 

zone dimensional standards closer in alignment to the 

small lot provision, warrants evaluation.

Along these lines, there are multiple ways to refine 

the standards of the R-5, including reducing lot area 

requirements and revising setback standards (see 

R-3 discussion above) to allow for a continuation of 

the historic form of these neighborhoods. Additional 

standards may be explored to ensure that infill 

development respects the established context of 

these areas. 

Revisions to the R-5 to support missing-middle 

housing should also be considered. While three- and 

four-families are not the predominant housing type, 

and in fact they are generally prohibited under the 

current zoning, many successful instances of small 

scale multi-family buildings exist in the zone. 

R-5 Residential Zone

Zones
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Overview

• Single-family, two-family, multi-family (4 or more 

units subject to PRUD standards)

• Allows PRUD

• 6,000sf minimum lot area, 2 ac. maximum, 

1,600sf/du

• (2 ac. minimum for PRUD)

• 35’ maximum height

Analysis

• Mapped to four tax parcels within the City, 

comprising two large senior living developments 

(Stevens Square and Ashton Gardens).

Recommendation / Discussion

The R-5a appears, currently, to be used exclusively for 

senior living and PRUD development, which does not 

align with the zone’s purpose statement within the 

ordinance.

The City may wish to explore refinements to this zone 

to more closely align its developed character with 

its stated purpose. As an alternative, the purpose 

of the zone could be reconsidered entirely. For 

example, the R-5a may provide an opportunity to 

create a mid-density off-peninsula residential zone 

that is currently lacking in the city’s zone structure. 

This zone could be used to support transit-oriented 

nodes in off-peninsula areas with transit-supportive 

densities and additional missing-middle housing types. 

This idea should be balanced against the need for 

greater simplicity in the code and the value of other 

mechanisms, such as a transit-oriented overlay, that 

may achieve the same ends.

R-5a Residential Zone

Zones
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Overview

• Single-family, two-family, multi-family dwellings 

allowed

• B&Bs allowed

• 2,000sf minimum lot area, 725sf/du

• 45’ maximum height

Analysis

• Mapped to 3,856 tax parcels on-peninsula and Back 

Cove

• Median Yr. Built: 1900

• Typical # of Units: 1

• Typical # of Stories: 2

• Median Tax Parcel: 4,393sf

• Single-Family: 76% conforming to current lot area 

standard

• Two-Family (428): 89% conforming to current lot 

area standard

• Three-Family (470): 91% conforming to current lot 

area standard

• Four-Family (166): 84% conforming to current lot 

area standard

• Not possible to calculate 5+ units’ conformity 

reliably

Recommendation / Discussion

The R-6 Zone appears to be achieving its stated 

purpose and accommodating on-peninsula residential 

development well, with relatively high levels of 

conformance with current standards. However, 

there may be opportunities for adjustments to the 

existing dimensional standards to better address 

issues around the compatibility of infill development, 

particularly as it relates to scale and massing. 

R-6 Residential Zone

Zones
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Overview

• Single-family, two-family, multi-family dwellings 

allowed

• B&Bs allowed (conditional)

• 4 ac. minimum lot area, 725sf/du

• 65’ maximum height

Analysis

• Mapped to two tax parcels within the City, 

comprising two large senior living developments 

(Park Danforth and Deering Pavilion).

Recommendation / Discussion

The R-6a appears, currently, to be used exclusively for 

senior living development of significant height, which 

does not align with the zone’s purpose statement 

within the ordinance. The City may wish to explore 

refinements to this zone to more closely align its 

developed character with its stated purpose.

R-6a Residential Zone

Zones
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3.B. Further study the City’s island zones to 

ensure they adequately acknowledge and 

support these unique areas within the city.

The City’s four island zones regulate residential 

and commercial development on the city’s islands, 

including Peaks Island, Cushings Island, Great Diamond 

Island, Little Diamond Island, and Cliff Island. The 

dimensional standards of these zones, appropriately, 

reflect a more rural orientation than those of the 

mainland residential zones, and function much like 

traditional rural zones in their acknowledgment of 

infrastructural limitations and the need to focus 

development inward to prioritize adequate public 

services and preservation of the rural island character. 

However, in some of the island zones there is a clear 

pattern of non-conforming lots, and there may be an 

opportunity to consider changes to the pattern of 

permitted uses as well. Furthermore, the City should 

look for opportunities to adapt island zoning as the 

needs of island communities evolve. For instance, 

Peaks Island is the island with the most potential to 

accommodate some additional housing and other 

development, and its zoning warrants consideration 

for tools to create new housing opportunities that 

also recognize the unique and sensitive island context. 

Moving forward, we would recommend a closer 

examination of the full range of regulations in place 

for the city’s islands. There may be a need to adjust 

use permissions, dimensional and/or design controls 

to address new or emerging issues. It is understood 

that the city’s islands are unique and well-loved 

among residents; any recommended revisions should 

be grounded in further detailed study specific to the 

islands and their issues and concerns. 

3.C. Evaluate and refine the City’s mixed-use 

zones to ensure they support the city’s thriving 

mixed-use areas, and continue to enable 

modern, sustainable, walkable development in 

line with the City’s vision for the future. 

The Land Use Code currently contains 13 mixed-use 

zones. Generally, these zones appear to be functioning 

well to accommodate the varying intensities of mixed-

use development that the City wishes to see. Even so, 

there may be ways to modify existing policy within 

these zones and explore their application as a means 

of furthering Portland’s policy goals. Each zone has 

been reviewed and evaluated on the following pages.

Dynamic SecureSustainable Authentic

Equitable Connected Dynamic SecureSustainable Authentic

Zones
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Overview

B-1 is a neighborhood commercial zone that allows 

a mixture of low intensity commercial uses (live/

work spaces, bed and breakfasts) designed to 

ensure that adequate transitions are maintained 

between commercial uses and adjacent established 

neighborhoods. Also allows residential units (435sf/du 

on-peninsula, 1,000sf/du off-peninsula).

B-1b is a narrowly mapped zone (19 tax parcels) that 

maintains all the dimensional and use standards 

of the B-1 zone, but restricts the location of 

certain commercial uses (restaurants, small retail 

establishments) to the ground floor of structures 

only.

Recommendation / Discussion

The B-1 is mapped in a nodal fashion that could likely 

support an expanded palette of uses, provided that 

the scale remains tailored to a neighborhood context. 

Currently the uses allowed are very limited, even for 

a neighborhood commercial zone. Typically, these 

zones permit a series of uses that can both exist 

harmoniously with their surrounding neighborhood 

contexts, and fulfill some of the basic needs of 

residents within proximity to their homes. There may 

also be an opportunity to allow some flexibility around 

creative, incubator space within the B-1 context. 

The City may also want to explore the possibility of 

consolidating the B-1 and B-1b into a single zone. Use 

standards can be tailored to maintain requirements 

for some of these uses to locate on the ground floor 

only or to better incentivize ground floor retail with 

residential above.

Lastly, to encourage additional housing development, 

the city could explore the idea of eliminating the off-

peninsula/on-peninsula distinction within the zone’s 

density and height standards in favor of consistent 

dimensional requirements across the zone. 

B-1 & B-1b Mixed Use Zones

Zones
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Overview

B-2 is a community mixed-use center that allows 

a broad range of commercial uses that serve the 

needs of both the adjoining neighborhoods and the 

larger community. It also allows for residential units 

at significant density (435sf/du on-peninsula, 1,000sf/

du off-peninsula, 435sf/du off-peninsula with an active 

street frontage).

B-2b is a slightly modified variant of the B-2 Zone 

that refines some sign controls from the B-2, makes 

certain uses conditional (auto service, marijuana 

dispensary, etc.), and modifies a limited number of 

dimensional standards including allowed height and 

impervious surface maximums.

B-2c is a narrowly mapped zone (17 tax parcels) 

intended to serve as a transitional zone, further 

modifying the standards of the B-2 and B-2b to 

prohibit bars.

Recommendation / Discussion

The B-2/b/c Zones appear to be functioning well, 

although they generally do not see the levels of 

redevelopment or investment their dimensional 

standards would seem to imply. The dimensional 

distinctions between each of these zones are 

relatively minor, except for permitted heights on large 

lots. There may be an opportunity to increase the 

allowed height across these zones in keeping with the 

permitted heights on large lots in the B-2 and B-2c 

Zones as a means of encouraging housing and density. 

The “gradients” in use between the B-2 zones appear 

to primarily address levels of commercial intensity 

and transitions to adjoining neighborhoods. As such, 

there is likely a need to maintain them.

As with the B-1 Zones, the density in B-2 varies 

between on- and off-peninsula locations. In addition 

to exploring a more consistent approach to density, 

there may also be value in more broadly reconsidering 

residential density within the B-2 zones, which serve 

as major sources of off-peninsula housing opportunity 

and are often found in transit nodes and along transit 

corridors. In tandem, a relaxing of height and density 

requirements could help to open up areas of B-2 to 

mixed-use redevelopment that could provide the 

backbone for improved transit service. 

B-2, B-2b, & B-2c Mixed Use Zones

Zones
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Overview

The B-3 Zone acknowledges the role of downtown 

as the active, mixed-use heart of the City and the 

region. It provides the greatest flexibility in relation 

to dimensional standards, and allows for some of the 

greatest achievable heights within the City.

B-3b does not currently appear on the zoning map. 

Further, our evaluation could not identify anywhere 

in the Code where B-3b is differentiated from the 

B-3 Zone; regulations seem to always address them 

as a pair. Resultingly, we cannot identify a functional 

purpose for this zone.

B-3c is a very narrowly mapped zone (10 tax parcels) 

that is intended to serve as a transition to “protect 

and enhance the quiet enjoyment of adjoining 

residential neighborhoods.” It modifies the standards 

of the B-3 and B-3b to prohibit bars.

Recommendation / Discussion

Evaluation of the B-3/b/c zones indicates that they 

are performing adequately to address the needs of 

Downtown. There may be a need to reevaluate the 

permitted heights within these areas to ensure they 

reflect the goals of the comprehensive plan and the 

City’s current regulatory stance on downtown height. 

This could be in the form of greater by-right heights 

in some areas, new or different rationales for height 

bonuses, greater heights for particular uses, or other 

approaches to height maximums.

B-3, B-3b, & B-3c Mixed Use Zones

Zones
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Overview

The B-4 Zone acknowledges those areas of the 

community that are primarily auto-oriented and that 

require a different approach and set of standards. 

Uses such as auto dealerships, auto service stations, 

and other large-scale uses are generally permitted 

within this zone.

Recommendation / Discussion

The B-4 Zone is primarily mapped along the Warren 

Avenue corridor on the west side of the city. Given 

that it is acknowledging a built form and a set of uses 

that are distinct, in many ways it is serving the mix of 

larger scale commercial and industrial uses in this area 

well. However, there are opportunities to support the 

functional needs of these uses while encouraging a 

better relationship of buildings to the street, as well as 

opportunities to permit housing - which is currently 

prohibited. While the form and the prospect of 

integrating residential into this corridor will require 

careful consideration, as a B zone (rather than 

industrial or waterfront zone, for instance) there is 

no reason to preclude the possibility for new housing 

creation here. 

Overview

The B-5 and B-5b Zones both allow for a broad mix 

of uses including commercial, residential, and low 

impact industrial uses. These zones address locations 

on peninsula and on Thompson’s Point where a 

dense, urban mixed-use development pattern is 

envisioned, mixing reuse of existing structures and 

new development of significant size.

Recommendation / Discussion

These zones appear to be working; this evaluation 

has not flagged any items for revision. However, given 

that the use and dimensional distinctions between the 

two zones are relatively minor – largely in the form 

of the requirement for a 10-foot maximum setback in 

the B-5b (B-5 requires no setback) and some tailored 

height limitations along Commercial Street – there 

may be an opportunity to consolidate the zones and 

address these variations in form through locational 

criteria (as is currently the case for the height 

restrictions).

B-4 Mixed Use Zone

B-5 & B-5b Mixed Use Zones

Zones
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Overview

The B-6 Zone is a geographically specific zone that 

allows for a broad, urban mix of uses including 

residential, commercial, and low impact industrial 

uses, and is intended to achieve the vision of a 24-

hour mixed-use zone as articulated within the City’s 

Eastern Waterfront Master Plan. Urban standards 

such as minimum heights and minimum building wall 

requirements are included in the B-6 Zone.

Recommendation / Discussion

The B-6 Zone appears to be aligned with its intent 

statement. However, the regulations of the zone 

are quite complex, with numerous footnotes and 

exceptions within the dimensional standards, in 

addition to the B-6 height map. Opportunities for 

simplification should be explored during drafting.

Overview

The B-7 Zone is a geographically specific zone 

intended to establish a high-quality, pedestrian 

oriented mixed-use environment in areas at the 

periphery of downtown, “including but not limited to 

Bayside.” Like the B-6 Zone, the B-7 Zone is regulated 

via a height map, and contains standards to encourage 

an urban orientation, addressing building wall 

requirements, parking location and design, etc.

Recommendation / Discussion

The B-7 Zone appears to align with its stated intent. 

Like the B-6 Zone, opportunities should be explored 

for potential to simplify the regulations and maintain 

the intent of the zone, if possible. In addition, given 

the B-7’s location in a low-lying area of the city, there 

may be opportunities to explore flood resilience 

strategies within this zone.

B-6 Mixed Use Zone

B-7 Mixed Use Zone

Zones
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3.D. Consider some revisions to the O-P and R-P 

Zones.

The City maintains two office zones, the O-P Office 

Park Zone, and the R-P Residence Professional Zone. 

These each serve specific purposes, regulating 

large, coordinated office developments (O-P), and 

addressing the unique needs of smaller office and 

professional uses within proximity to residential 

neighborhoods (R-P). Moving forward, the City should 

consider some modifications to make these zones 

work more effectively. 

Currently, the R-P Zone contains only a very limited 

set of standards, which generally mirror those of 

a residential zone, and in fact refer to the “nearest 

residential zone” in the case of residential uses. The 

intent of this zone seems to be to allow for low-

intensity office use while maintaining a residential 

character, either through the conversion of existing 

residential structures or new construction which 

mimics it. In practice, this zone has allowed for 

residential-to-office conversions, but also new 

office and even multi-family affordable housing 

development (which is eligible for affordable housing 

bonuses). The zone would benefit from some 

additional clarity around purpose, form, and use. 

There may also be some opportunity for rezoning 

to B-1 in areas where mixed-use would better serve 

surrounding neighborhoods and existing office 

employees.

The O-P Zone contains a series of use standards 

designed to accommodate what appears to be a 

rather broad definition of an office park as “separate 

office buildings planned, constructed, or managed 

on an integrated coordinated basis.” “Office Park” 

also appears in the use standards, but not in the use 

table for the O-P Zone, which may be an issue. Moving 

forward, this zone should be further evaluated to 

ensure it contains clear standards that work to create 

the type of development the City envisions within the 

O-P Zone.

3.E. Explore opportunities for refinement and/or 

consolidation of the City’s industrial zones.

The Code currently categorizes industrial zones 

into four groups: Low-Impact (I-L, I-Lb), Moderate 

Impact (I-M, I-Ma, I-Mb), High Impact (I-H, I-Hb), 

and Airport Business (A-B). On the following pages, 

each of these zones has been evaluated, and specific 

recommendations or discussion points are presented. 

As discussed within the evaluations, there may be 

opportunities to refine the uses allowed within some 

of these zones, adjust their dimensional standards to 

improve their function, or to consolidate or eliminate 

specific zones that may no longer be needed. In so 

doing, the City must carefully consider the balance 

between preserving industrially-zoned land and 

allowing for the evolution of these spaces.

DynamicSustainable Authentic

DynamicSustainable Authentic

Zones
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Overview

I-L and I-Lb address low-impact industrial areas within 

the City. They both allow a maximum height of 45 feet, 

but other dimensional standards are varied between 

the two zones, with I-Lb taking on a more intense 

building form through reduction of required setbacks 

and a greater allowance for impervious surface 

coverage.

Uses allowed within these zones include a fairly 

broad range of typically low-impact uses such as 

warehousing, storage, and distribution, and marijuana 

testing facilities.

Recommendation / Discussion

The City may want to explore opportunities to 

refine the uses allowed within its I-L and I-Lb Zones. 

Currently, the mix of uses allowed within these 

zones includes some industrial uses that are more 

typically considered moderate- to high-impact, such 

as printing and publishing. Additionally, the zones 

allow some non-industrial uses including recreation 

and amusement centers and preschool facilities. 

While it is common to allow some non-industrial uses 

within a low-impact environment, such uses are more 

typically oriented toward serving the daily needs of 

employees and visitors. Given the proximity of the 

I-L and I-Lb to commercial areas and the premium of 

industrial space within the city, drastic expansions of 

non-industrial uses are not recommended. Further, 

any consideration of even minor expansions of 

existing non-industrial uses must be balanced with the 

pressure that such changes can exert on the viability 

of industrial uses. Any use expansion should include 

standards, such as requirements that these uses be 

located on upper floors, that ensure that such uses 

support or do no harm to the functional needs of 

industrial uses within the zone. 

A 45’ height maximum may be low for some more 

modern forms of light-industrial construction. 

Efficiencies are often established for these uses 

through techniques such as cross-docked layouts 

and high-bay interiors that require clear-heights that 

approach the current structure height maximum.

I-L & I-Lb Industrial Zones

Zones
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Overview

The I-M, I-Ma, and I-Mb Zones address areas of 

moderate-impact industrial development within the 

City. They allow for maximum heights of 75 feet (I-M, 

I-Mb) or 45 feet (I-Ma), and a mixture of uses that 

builds in intensity and impact from those permitted 

within the I-L zones, including uses such as recycling 

and solid waste disposal, tow lots, and marijuana 

cultivation facilities between 2,000sf and 7,000sf in 

plant canopy.

Recommendation / Discussion

Like the I-L Zones, there may be opportunities to 

refine the uses that are allowed within these zones 

to better reflect a moderate impact industrial 

environment.

It is somewhat uncommon for industrial zones to 

employ a sliding-scale approach to setbacks, such as 

that seen in the dimensional standards for the I-M 

and I-Ma zones. This approach is typically used to 

mitigate the impacts of height on adjacent residential 

uses, but it appears that the presence of residential 

uses abutting these zones overrides the sliding scale 

and requires a greater setback. A more common 

approach, like that in the I-L Zones, is to establish a 

broadly applicable minimum setback.

The I-Ma Zone is not currently mapped. The zone 

seems to be differentiated only in that it does not 

allow correctional pre-release facilities, and reduces 

the maximum height to 45 feet. Given that this zone 

is not mapped, we would recommend considering 

elimination of the I-Ma.

I-M, I-Ma, & I-Mb Industrial Zones

Zones
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Overview

The I-H and I-Hb Zones accommodate areas of high-

impact industrial development within the City. They 

provide a high level of flexibility in their dimensional 

standards (particularly I-Hb), and allow maximum 

heights up to 75 feet.

Uses allowed within the I-H and I-Hb Zones include a 

range of general and heavy industrial uses that may 

cause impacts to surrounding land uses.

Recommendation / Discussion

The I-H and I-Hb Zones appear to be well-oriented to 

meet the intent articulated within the Code, as they 

allow a broad range of uses and flexibility in form. 

Currently, the I-H zone is very selectively mapped to 

areas off Riverside Street and Bishop Street.

The I-Hb zone does not currently appear on the 

map, which may indicate an opportunity to look at 

consolidation or elimination.

I-H & I-Hb Industrial Zones

Zones
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3.F. Consider some strategic revisions to the 

current R-OS (Recreation Open Space) Zone.

The R-OS Zone allows for the preservation and 

protection of parks and open spaces within Portland, 

as well as the establishment of large-scale regional 

sports and athletic facilities. Revisions the City should 

consider include the removal of the zone’s floor-area 

ratio (FAR) control and the adjustment of the zone’s 

impervious surface ratio. 

FAR is typically better suited to dense urban 

development where a city wants to deal strategically 

with issues of height, building massing, and land area. 

As a control within an open space zone, it is quite 

uncommon. There are likely better approaches to 

limiting the size of structures within the R-OS Zone 

considering a maximum gross floor area, or adjusting 

setbacks and impervious surface controls (currently 

75% for sports complexes) to better hem in the large 

structures that are also allowed within the zone. 

Both of these controls, as they stand, could allow 

for buildings that are quite large and potentially out 

of sync with the City’s vision for this zone. During 

the revision process, controls can be calibrated and 

tested to ensure they meet the intent of the zone and 

the uses that it permits. 

3.G. Ensure that the City’s waterfront 

zones continue to function effectively. As 

recommended within Portland’s Plan.

The City’s waterfront is a critical economic and 

cultural resource. As such, it is important to maintain 

the unique characteristics of this area, which 

comprises a mixture of marine and non-marine uses. 

The code’s treatment of the waterfront divides it into 

three distinct zones, acknowledging the potential 

for varied forms and use mixes in strategic locations 

while prioritizing the health and operational needs of 

the working waterfront as its most vital component. 

Specifically, these zones include:

EWPZ Eastern Waterfront Port Zone. The EWPZ 

places a high priority on the protection and functional 

needs of deepwater-dependent uses (those requiring 

a minimum of 15 feet of depth). The zone specifies a 

set of standards to ensure adverse impacts on marine 

uses are avoided, and only allows for a very limited set 

of commercial uses (offices) within the upper floors 

of existing structures. Additional limited uses are 

allowed through conditional use approval, including 

passenger-support services associated with a marine 

passenger use, limited industrial uses, and public uses 

such as maritime museums.

WCZ Waterfront Central Zone. The WCZ is 

intended to nurture an environment along the 

waterfront that prioritizes the protection of existing 

and potential water-dependent uses to ensure the 

long-term economic viability of the City’s waterfront, 
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while encouraging a mixture of uses that can create 

vitality and an additional source of fiscal stability 

to the area’s marine infrastructure. The CSOZ 

Commercial Street Overlay Zone acknowledges the 

unique position of Commercial Street as an interface 

between the City’s active downtown pedestrian 

environment and the City’s active working waterfront, 

and allows for a mixture of uses that includes retail, 

service, restaurants, and office uses in addition to the 

base uses of the WCZ. The CSOZ also includes unique 

provisions, such as a requirement for investment in 

marine infrastructure, to maintain the City’s focus on 

the health of the working waterfront.

WPDZ Waterfront Port Development Zone. The 

WPDZ focuses on ensuring the continued viability of 

the Port of Portland as a critical resource within both 

the city and the region. The zone includes a set of 

tailored dimensional standards to address the port, 

as well as performance standards addressing outdoor 

storage, lighting, etc.

Each of these zones has been refined over time to 

address the unique needs of the city’s waterfront, and 

we anticipate that all will remain. The Code revision 

process should maintain the unique orientation and 

provisions of each of these zones, while recognizing 

the potential for emerging industries that can be 

compatible within the waterfront context. Where 

any changes may be recommended, they should be 

focused on attempting to align, clarify, and modernize 

the language while preserving the function and intent 

of these established zones.

3.H. Consider the continued applicability of the 

Land Use Code’s overlay zones. 

The City’s 11 overlay zones have been reviewed 

as a component of this evaluation. These are 

targeted regulations that address specific issues 

throughout the community and as such it is generally 

recommended that they remain. However, there may 

be opportunities to refine some of the overlay zones 

to better implement the policies of the City moving 

forward. Those overlays for which recommendations 

have been developed are discussed below: 

R-7 Compact Urban Residential Overlay Zone. This 

zone currently allows high-density housing, on par 

with the city’s smaller mixed-use zones, subject to 

dimensional and design standards. It may be valuable 

to explore converting a version of the R-7 to a simpler 

base zone instead of this complex overlay. This 

approach could result in a higher density residential 

zone that bridges existing R-zone and B-zone densities 

in appropriate areas of the city, such as along transit 

corridors. Other tools/approaches to permit higher 

densities in such areas are also discussed elsewhere in 

the code evaluation.

Downtown Entertainment Overlay Zone. The 

DEOZ is established to address nuisance impacts of 

downtown entertainment uses. Currently, applicability 

of the zone is established by a reference to the 

boundaries of the B-3, B-3c, and WCZ zones as well 

as the DEOZ Map. This should be simplified/clarified 

to avoid potential conflicts that may arise from a 
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change to the referenced zones, or a change to the 

DEOZ map. In addition, a review of standards may be 

necessary to ensure that sound mitigation is being 

adequately addressed.

Helistop Overlay. The Helistop Overlay addresses 

helicopter landing areas on individual sites. Typically, 

as this is one use, these impacts are handled through 

a series of use standards as opposed to a specific 

overlay zone. There may be an opportunity to 

eliminate this zone through the inclusion of use 

standards addressing the criteria within the overlay.

Island Transfer Station Overlay. The ITS Overlay 

establishes a location for transfer stations for solid 

waste and Public Works activities. This zone might 

be considered for conversion into a base zone, or for 

integration into existing base zoning, moving forward.

Munjoy Hill Neighborhood Conservation Overlay 

Zone. This overlay zone was established to alleviate 

development pressure regarding rate of demolitions 

and design outcomes of new construction within the 

Munjoy Hill neighborhood on Portland’s peninsula. 

As there have been recent changes within this area, 

including the adoption of a local historic district, this 

overlay may no longer be applicable in its current 

form. Further study is recommended to evaluate the 

continued utility of the Munjoy Hill Neighborhood 

Conservation Overlay Zone. 

Pedestrian Activities District Overlay. The PAD 

Overlay establishes an active use requirement for 

frontages as specified on the PAD Overlay map, 

focused over the city’s downtown area. The map itself 

is quite granular in its approach to requiring active 

uses, with certain frontages requiring active uses and 

others “encouraging” active uses. There may be an 

opportunity to explore integration of the principles 

within the PAD into the base B-3/b/c standards 

and consider the PAD for other nodal, mixed-use 

zones. Further, there may also be an opportunity to 

strengthen the PAD requirements themselves.

3.I. Refine the India Street Form-Based 

Code Zone to provide consistency and make 

improvements as needed. 

The India Street Form-Based Code is a unique district 

within the city, addressing the India Street area 

through an approach that focuses on built form, the 

relationship of structures to one another and the 

street, and the creation of a vibrant, active pedestrian 

environment. This is a relatively new district within the 

City’s Code. As part of an audit process, the City may 

want to consider opportunities for simplification and 

alignment with the overall code structure, including 

both in format and in substance (e.g., definitions), and 

refine use and dimensional provisions where needed. 
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3.J. Consider a refinement to clarify the 

sequential ordering of the City’s zones. 

The manner in which zones are currently named 

in sequence is somewhat inconsistent and 

counterintuitive, which may lead to confusion 

regarding the logical progression of the zones within 

the Code. For example, within the mixed-use zones, 

progression from B-3 to B-3b to B-3c represents a 

decrease in the intensity of the zone, whereas in the 

industrial zones the progression from I-M to I-Ma to 

I-Mb represents an increase in intensity. This prevents 

an easy mental mapping of the zone structure, 

because the naming convention or sequence between 

each set of zones is inconsistent; in some cases, 

“higher” zones represent higher intensity, while in 

other cases they represent the opposite. 

Moving forward, it is recommended that the City 

should consider refining the naming convention and 

sequencing of the zones to be more intuitive and 

consistent across the categories of zones, to add to 

the Code’s ease of use.

Structural
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4.A. The Code should expand and clarify what 

is allowed to project into a setback, such as 

architectural features and accessory structures.

The Code currently contains a set of limited 

permissions for allowed projections into setbacks 

- found in Section 7.5.5 (for setbacks) and 7.5.6 (for 

stepbacks). A full range of common projections 

should be addressed in the Code – ranging from 

architectural features (sills, belt courses, cornices, 

buttresses, ornamental features, bay windows, 

eaves, etc.) to accessory structures (decks, porches, 

pergolas, etc.). Including a table that details specific 

features that can project could serve to encourage 

the design of façades with greater architectural 

interest. Without such allowances for projections, 

structures would have to sit back further into the lot 

to accommodate them, which would decrease the 

building area and discourage their inclusion. The Code 

should also address instances of encroachment within 

the right-of-way.

4.B. A comprehensive set of accessory 

structures and uses should be clearly defined 

within the Code.

Currently, regulations for accessory structures and 

uses are addressed in various locations throughout 

the Code, including:

• General standards for location and bulk in the 

dimensional tables

• Section 6.6 (Accessory Uses)

• Section 7.4 9 (Supplemental Dimensional 

Standards) - standards for pools and fences

An accessory structures and uses section should 

be created that – first – contains a set of general 

standards for accessory structures, drawing from 

what is found within the dimensional tables. Second, 

a full range of common accessory structures and uses 

should be included, enabling the City to address the 

specific impacts of structures or uses. Each accessory 

structure and use should be defined, and regulations 

should be clearly articulated for each, including 

zones where they are allowed, minimum lot sizes 

(if needed), maximum sizes and heights, permitted 

locations on a lot, and any required impact controls, 

such as screening.
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Based upon an evaluation of the current accessory 

structures and uses addressed within the Code, some 

revisions to consider are as follows:

• Drive-through facilities are currently considered 

an accessory use. Whether drive-throughs are 

permitted is a function of both principal use and 

zone, creating some complexity that is challenging 

in the current format. Revisions could include 

tables that help to simplify permissions. Consistent 

development standards should also be considered. 

• Outdoor storage standards in Table 6-H should 

include more specific screening requirements, 

tailored to the zone.

• Private solar and wind energy systems refer 

to principal use standards, which may be too 

restrictive or inappropriate for a small system 

installed at a residential property. Typically, when 

these are an accessory use, specific regulations are 

created to address them.

• The home occupation use should be modernized 

to be more flexible. This can be achieved, for 

example, by eliminating the list of specific 

businesses allowed as a home occupation, while 

still controlling any potential negative impacts or 

nuisances. In particular, the ongoing COVID-19 

pandemic has led to many communities relaxing 

home occupation standards, an acknowledgment 

that the nature of many uses has changed.

4.C. Performance standards should be 

consolidated (where possible) and updated to 

facilitate easier enforcement. 

Section 6.8 contains the Code’s performance 

standards, but an additional set is found in the 

waterfront zones. We understand that the unique 

environmental sensitivities of the waterfront, as 

well as the nature of the activity within the working 

waterfront, create the need for specific standards. It 

should be clear, however, how both sets of standards 

interact. Structural changes could help to accomplish 

this. 

Further, many of the standards are very technical, 

which can lead to difficulty in their administration, 

particularly those related to noise, odor, and smoke. 

Simplified standards should be considered. 
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4.D. A suite of targeted revisions could 

strengthen the City’s natural resource 

protections, incentivize green building and 

the development of green infrastructure, 

and provide flexibility for eco-innovation. As 

recommended within Portland’s Plan and One 

Climate Future 

Portland’s Plan, along with One Climate Future

present a series of key avenues for the City to explore 

from both a policy and regulatory perspective, 

aimed at strengthening Portland’s commitment to 

the protection of its abundant natural resources, its 

unique character, and its quality of life. Numerous 

recommendations within these plans are worthy of 

consideration during the ReCode process, and as 

already discussed, sustainability and resiliency are a 

thread that run through the entirety of the Phase II 

ReCode effort. 

Though the nature of some of the recommendations 

listed below may vary, they are being presented as 

a suite within the recommendations for General 

Development Standards, as the intent is for these 

types of standards to be as broadly applicable as 

possible. Some of these suggestions may in fact 

be implemented in part or in whole within other 

recommendations presented in this evaluation. 

Others may require both revisions to the City’s Land 

Use Code and Technical Manual. Further, some may 

require significant additional study – beyond the 

scope of Phase II - to be fully implemented. 

• Strengthen Portland’s wetland protections where 

possible. 

• Integrate low-impact development standards 

and impervious surface standards, along with 

expanded flexibilities or requirements or green 

infrastructure and open space to help capture and 

retain stormwater and to mitigate heat.

• Preserve existing opportunities and increase 

opportunities to use open space for food 

production, including community gardens, urban 

agriculture, food forests, and other forms. 

• Maintain and enhance stream and shore buffers 

and protections for critical ecosystems. 

• Consider the development of an incentive system 

to encourage the preservation of open space, 

integration of green infrastructure, planting of 

trees, and use of other technologies such as 

microgrids and renewable thermal energy systems.

• Create standards and flexibilities for the 

integration of features such as shading structures, 

green roofs, green walls, solar canopies, permeable 

paving, and high-albedo paving within new 

developments. 

• Update the shoreland zoning to reflect state 

statute and ensure the protection of critical 

coastal resources as appropriate. 
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5.A. The Code should comprehensively and 

consistently address the design of all off-street 

parking, both surface and structured.

Within Section 6.5 of the Code there are a series of 

conditional use standards that address the design 

of off-street surface lots and parking structures 

as principal uses, both by use and by zone. These 

standards should be revised to ensure regulations 

apply to all off-street facilities throughout the Code. 

Standards should be evaluated to ensure that they 

coordinate with all parking and access specifications 

within the City’s Technical Manual. Items that may be 

addressed include:

• Basic design elements such as required setbacks, 

etc.

• Requirements for location of facilities on the site

• Off-site parking permissions

Regulations should include design standards for 

parking structure facades facing a street, such as 

façade articulation, screening of the ground floor and 

rooftop parking, and maintenance of a vehicular clear 

sight zone at any entry/exit points to prevent conflicts 

with any other vehicles and pedestrians.

The current structured parking requirements for 

the B-6 and B-7 Zones require active space along the 

ground floor along all frontages, with exemptions 

available due to challenging topography or based 

upon Planning Board review. The City may want 

to consider creating more options for first floor 

design if the requirement that all ground floors 

should be active has proven too onerous for current 

development. It may be that select street frontages 

require active ground floors, while other – or 

secondary – frontages can choose from a variety of 

options that remain geared toward higher levels of 

screening and design, but do not require active uses. 

Additionally, if a series of options are developed, 

additional zones can be considered for these higher 

levels of design.

5.B. Consider further detailing electric vehicle 

charging requirements as referenced within the 

City’s Code. As recommended within One Climate 

Future 

The Code currently references the City’s Technical 

Manual, which specifies a requirement for new 

structured and surface parking lots of five or more 

spaces to “include energized electrical outlets or 

installed chargers capable of providing Level 2 EV 

charging or higher to 20% of parking spaces.” Further, 

the manual requires that the remaining spaces be 

served by sufficient facilities to allow for future 

installation of EV charging equipment. 

This requirement is generally in line with the 

recommended actions in One Climate Future. 

However, moving into the revision, the City may want 

to explore opportunities to further refine the current 

requirements as referenced into the Technical Manual 
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based on practice and the evolving landscape around 

EV charging. 

5.C. Consider enhancing the Transportation 

Demand Management (TDM) Plan requirements 

to incorporate recommendations within One 

Climate Future. As recommended within One 

Climate Future 

The Code currently references the TDM requirements 

within the City’s Technical Manual. These current 

TDM standards are quite robust, however there may 

be an opportunity to enhance and align them with 

the recommendations included within One Climate 

Future by modifying applicability or by amending the 

requirements themselves. 

5.D. Address autonomous vehicles through 

considerations related to drop-off/pick-up 

zones, flexibilities related to parking space 

and structure design, and new uses such as AV 

staging, support, and recharging. 

With autonomous vehicles on the horizon (and 

increasingly on Portland’s roadways), the City should 

consider including provisions that will allow for ease 

of adaptation to the impacts that increasing numbers 

of AVs can have on the urban fabric. Specifically, some 

considerations may include: 

• Parking flexibilities. Portland is already a step 

ahead here, as much of the city currently requires 

no minimum parking due to a series of exemptions 

that are available. With the advent of autonomous 

vehicles, the number of people who are simply 

dropped off at their destination will increase 

and the need for additional parking spaces will 

decrease. 

• Design of parking spaces and parking 

structures. The City may want to consider 

requirements or flexibilities to address the impacts 

of autonomous vehicles on the design of parking 

spaces and structures. Many communities are 

moving toward specific design requirements that 

anticipate the reuse or conversion of parking 

structures that may be unnecessary in the future. 

Further, facilities for storage of AVs may not 

require a typical parking space, but can effectively 

store vehicles within a smaller footprint. 

• Drop-off and pick-up zones. In addition to the 

impacts already felt due to the increase in ride-

sharing services, autonomous vehicles will only 

increase the importance of ensuring effective 

design relative to parking location, drop-off and 

pick-up locations, and their impact on building 

design and the public realm.

• New uses to support AVs. With more 

autonomous vehicles on the roads, the need for 

service, storage and recharging of these vehicles 

will become important. These uses may generate 
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unique impacts that a typical service station or 

parking garage may not, and therefore the City 

should consider options for regulating these uses, 

as well as where they should be located. 

5.E. Re-evaluate current parking flexibilities and 

exemptions to ensure clarity and alignment with 

the City’s goals, and consider establishment 

of parking maximums in locations proximate 

to public transit. As recommended within One 

Climate Future 

Portland has made great strides toward adjusting 

its parking requirements to prioritize multi-modality 

and the creation of walkable, active and pedestrian-

oriented nodes and neighborhoods. The City has 

reduced minimums and created exemptions and 

incentives to reduce the amount of off-street parking 

required within Portland. As a suite of tools, however, 

these should all be evaluated to ensure they are 

coordinated and working together. The categorical 

exemption for development within ¼ mile of transit 

may overlap with other exemptions, creating 

confusion as to what applies and what is needed 

within the Code. The revision process should organize 

and evaluate the various flexibilities and exemptions 

to determine their utility and streamline what is 

included within the Code.

A further step, as recommended within One 

Climate Future, is to consider the establishment of 

parking maximums in specific transit-served areas 

of the community. This potential revision should be 

supported by continued evaluation of the City’s 2017 

Peninsula Parking Study and its recommendations. 

In addition, further study may be needed to better 

understand the locations where such a change might 

be best targeted, and to ensure that the maximums 

established are reasonable and effective in achieving 

the City’s goals. 

5.F. Consider refinements to the City’s bicycle 

parking requirements. 

The City’s current bicycle parking requirements are 

fairly strong, requiring two spaces for every five units 

for residential uses, and two spaces for every ten 

vehicular spaces (up to 100, and then one space per 

20 vehicular spaces thereafter) for nonresidential 

uses. Further, the City’s Technical Manual provides 

significant detail related to the required location 

and design of these spaces to ensure that they are 

adequately located and functional. 

Given recent changes to off-street parking 

requirements, the City should consider a new 

approach to nonresidential bicycle parking 

requirements, basing them on square footage rather 

than a ratio linked to the number of vehicular parking 

spaces provided. An additional refinement that the 

City should consider is specifying how many short-

term and long-term bicycle spaces are needed. The 

Technical Manual addresses the design of bicycle 

parking for long-term use – such as in residential 
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uses, but there are no requirements, such as a ratio 

of long-term vs. short-term spaces required. In 

particular, long-term bicycle spaces for multi-family 

developments are especially important, as this is the 

primary way residents store their bikes.

5.G. Consider updates to the Code’s loading 

standards, and addressing the storage of 

recreational and commercial vehicles. 

1. Loading standards should be updated to be 

more flexible.

Loading is an important element of new development 

and should be better tailored to uses and/or zones. 

The B-6, B-7 or WCZ zones are exempt from loading 

requirements but all other zones require a loading 

bay even at 5,000sf of gross floor area, even for retail. 

The concern is that these requirements may sacrifice 

a more urban form to accommodate a loading bay. 

One option is to allow the market to decide how 

many loading spaces are needed, and only dictate 

the location and design of loading. The other is to 

significantly increase the minimum square footage 

for the larger use categories before requiring loading 

and to cap out the minimum required loading at 3 

spaces; the nature of the business will determine the 

amount of loading required. Existing structures should 

also be exempted from these minimums, requiring 

only maintenance of any existing bays even with 

expansions (this would require elimination of Section 

19.2.4. Nonconformity as to off-street loading). This 

also encourages the reuse of existing buildings.

2. The Code should address recreational vehicle 

and commercial vehicle storage.

Recreational Vehicles. Recreational vehicles should 

be limited to outdoor storage areas located in select 

areas of a site, such as within the interior side yard 

behind the front building line or in the rear yard. 

When stored in the interior side or rear yard, the 

recreational vehicle should be located a certain 

distance from any lot line and screened from view 

from any public right-of-way.

Commercial Vehicles. Commercial vehicles parked 

within a residential zone should allow for standard size 

vehicles owned and used for commercial purposes 

by the occupant of a dwelling or guest including, but 

not limited to, vans, sports utility vehicles (SUVs), 

standard passenger size livery vehicles, and pick-up 

trucks, provided that the vehicle is stored or parked 

in a permitted parking area. Commercial vehicle 

storage for nonresidential zones should be limited 

to commercial vehicles that are being operated and 

stored in the normal course of business. They should 

be required to be stored on the lot in areas related 

to their use as vehicles, provided that the primary 

purpose of such vehicles is not the display of signs.
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6.A. Landscape requirements should address all 

aspects of site development, from preservation 

to screening and buffering. 

The contribution of landscape to the visual quality of 

the built environment cannot be overemphasized. In 

addition to its visual and aesthetic benefits, landscape 

can provide valuable ecological and climate resilience 

benefits to the city. 

Landscape requirements should be consistent across 

the Code. Currently, they are contained in multiple 

areas, including the performance standards for 

uses (Section 6.8.8), and with those developments 

that require site plan review (in Article 14). The 

performance standards of Section 6.8.8 are rather 

vague regarding what is required for the O-P, R-P, A-B, 

I-H, and I-Hb Zones, and do not include references 

to the City’s Technical Manual, which may be helpful. 

Comparatively, the site plan review standards are 

more specific. Moving forward, one approach is to 

develop a new, unified set of landscape standards, 

varied by zone as appropriate, with references to 

specific standards in the Technical Manual. The site 

plan ordinance could augment these standards as 

necessary. 

Similar to off-street parking and loading, a new, 

unified landscape section could contain all the 

Code requirements related to landscape, and 

should align with and clearly reference back to the 

detailed standards of the Technical Manual wherever 

applicable. A new landscape section could include 

standards for:

• Landscape preservation (based on Section 

14.6.2.B) This section could be evaluated and 

revised as needed to ensure standards related to 

preservation, removal, and replacement of existing 

vegetation are adequate and aligned with the City’s 

goals. 

• Site landscaping (based on Section 14.6.2.C.1). 

This section could also be revised to include more 

flexibilities in the requirements within setbacks to 

ensure compatibility with the building frontage 

where it is located.

• Buffer yards (based on Section 14.6.2.C.2). 

This section can build upon the existing site 

plan standards but include different widths and 

planting requirements to allow for a more tailored 

approach in transitions between uses and zones.

• Parking lot landscaping (based on Section 

14.6.2.C.3). This section includes requirements for 

the interior of parking lots but does not speak 

to screening along the street. Where a parking 

lot abuts the street (excluding alleys), specific 

requirements – such as for low fencing, walls, or 

shrubs, can help to effectively screen cars from 

the right-of-way.

• Street tree requirements (based on Section 

14.6.2.C.4). This section refers to the Technical 

Manual. If this has been achieving the desired tree 

canopy along streets, it should be maintained as-is.
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6.B. Landscape requirements could be updated 

to consider flexibilities or allowances for 

techniques and technologies, other than 

vegetation, that can contribute to rainwater 

management and heat island mitigation. 

Requirements should also support the city’s 

ecological systems through prioritization of 

native species and planting for pollinators. As 

recommended within One Climate Future 

While the contributions of landscape to the built 

environment – and to the mitigation of rainwater 

runoff and heat island among other urban issues 

– is clear, the City may want to consider building 

flexibilities into the Code to allow for other types 

of site elements to enhance or augment these 

contributions. Such flexibilities may include 

allowances for solar shades or other shading 

structures within parking areas, allowances for green 

roofs, and considerations for materials such as high-

albedo paving to contribute to the City’s goals of 

managing rainwater, mitigating heat, and providing 

shade and beautification for residents. 

Additionally, the plant selection requirements 

within the City’s Technical Manual do a good job of 

prioritizing the use of native species and preventing 

the spread of invasives. These standards could be 

enhanced, however, to include acknowledgment 

of additional considerations such as planting for 

pollinators or the creation of critical habitat.
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7.A. The City may wish to consider no longer 

allowing a change from one nonconforming use 

to another nonconforming use.

The current Code allows the following: “A lawful 

nonconforming use shall not be changed to any 

use other than a use permitted in the zone in 

which the use is located or to any use other than a 

nonconforming use of a more restricted zone, as set 

forth in the following schedule…” 

The intent of any code revision is to reduce the 

number of nonconformities within the city, by 

ensuring that desirable patterns and development 

character are acknowledged and protected within 

the Code. For those nonconformities that remain, 

the intent is for their gradual elimination over time. 

It is unclear why the current Code allows for a 

change from one nonconforming use to another 

nonconforming use, as this essentially works to 

negate the achievement of the City’s long-term 

vision. As such, it is recommended to eliminate 

this permission. If Portland wished to have fewer 

use nonconformities or grant more flexibility for 

existing nonconformities, one solution would be to 

expand the allowable uses and therefore reduce total 

nonconformities overall rather than unnecessarily 

complex mechanisms that undermine the intent of 

categorizing a use as nonconforming. 

7.B. New regulations for nonconforming site 

characteristics should be added to the Code.

The City could address sites that do not comply with 

general development standards, such as performance 

standards or standards around accessory uses or 

structures, by creating a separate nonconformity 

category for elements such as landscape, fences or 

walls, lighting, or parking.

Much like the City’s existing sign regulations, these 

regulations would allow normal maintenance and 

incidental repair to a nonconforming site element, 

but prohibit repairs or reconstruction that would 

create any new nonconformity or increase the 

degree of the previously existing nonconformity. The 

regulation would also spell out when nonconforming 

site elements must be brought into conformance 

(e.g., when a new principal structure is constructed 

on a site, an existing principal structure is increased 

in floor area by a certain amount, an existing parking 

lot is fully reconstructed or expanded, or, in specific 

circumstances, when 50% or more of the length of a 

nonconforming fence is reconstructed).

Equitable Dynamic SecureSustainable Authentic

Nonconformities
Technical Evaluation, Concepts, & Approaches

Authentic
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7.C. Flexibilities for additions and enlargements 

can be added to the nonconforming regulations. 

Building off existing provisions that allow for vertical 

expansions in Section 4.4.3, the Code could contain 

new allowances related to additions and extensions 

that enable nonconforming walls, such as those which 

may be too close to a side or rear lot line (with some 

limitations), to be extended horizontally. 

This type of provision is very useful, as it can 

encourage continued investment and upkeep of 

homes in existing older neighborhoods, helping to 

preserve the (often “naturally-occurring” affordable) 

housing stock, and easing the process for property 

owners who want to continue to invest in their 

homes, particularly older homes. 

Such a provision, crafted to refer to both vertical 

and horizontal expansions, may appear as: “Where 

a dwelling is deemed nonconforming because of 

encroachment into the required interior side or rear 

yard, the structure may be enlarged or extended 

vertically or horizontally along the same plane as 

defined by its existing perimeter walls, so long as the 

resulting structure does not increase the degree of 

the existing nonconformity or otherwise violate this 

Code.”

Equitable Dynamic SecureSustainable Authentic

Nonconformities
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8.A. The Code would benefit from greater use of 

illustrations and matrices.

Illustrations, matrices, and flowcharts are an effective 

way for regulations to communicate information to 

users, clarifying requirements and aiding consistency 

in application of standards. All standards that can be 

illustrated should be. Codes can also benefit from 

the use of matrices, which can easily summarize 

and clearly present information regarding uses, 

dimensional requirements, and other provisions. 

Currently most illustrations within the Land Use Code 

are found within the form-based code (India Street 

Form-Based Zone) and sign sections. The revised 

Code should illustrate a greater variety of regulations, 

which will more effectively communicate information 

to users. Numerous additional regulations and terms 

would benefit from graphics including, but not limited 

to:

• Measurement rules (Section 7.2)

• Design standards

• Lot types and dimensions

• Parking, landscape, and sign regulations

• Accessory structure regulations, such as fences, 

detached garages, etc.

8.B. The Code could be refined to explain the 

rules of measurement more clearly, as well as 

any exceptions to those rules. 

Currently, rules of measurement are found within 

multiple sections of the Code, including the 

dimensional standards article, the form-based 

code, and the sign article. Bringing measurement 

methodologies together into one Article (Section 7.2) 

could add significant clarity and benefit ease of use.

One issue with the rules of measurement is that there 

is an extensive set of exceptions to these rules, found 

in Section 7.5. The inclusion of this section, as well 

as rules of measurement and modifications within 

the footnotes of the zone dimensional standards, 

creates three levels of regulation that must be found 

and interpreted to clearly determine what applies in 

each situation. There are several ways that this can be 

improved to make things clearer:

• Based upon a closer evaluation of the zones, some 

of the exceptions (footnotes and Section 7.5) may 

be able to be integrated directly into the zone 

standards in the tables.

• Certain exceptions can be considered part 

of the rules of measurement. For example, 

appurtenances that do not count toward building 

height can be part of the rules for calculating 

height.

Code
Structure

Technical Evaluation, Concepts, & Approaches

Structural

Structural
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• Some exceptions can be handled as “general 

development standards,” such as projections into 

setbacks.

• A more significant revision can be to then divide 

the dimensional article into “parts” so that each 

section can have a main body of text that lists 

specific modifications/exceptions (rather than 

footnotes or cross-references).

8.C. All terms used in the Code should be clearly 

defined. 

Within the Code’s current structure, definitions are 

found in multiple locations, including Article 3, the 

India Street Form-Based Code, signs, waterfront 

zones, etc. Moving forward, it may be beneficial to 

reorganize all definitions within the Code into a single 

location in Article 3. All existing definitions should also 

be evaluated, updated for clarity, and checked for any 

internal conflicts. There may also be undefined terms 

to be added, upon further review.

One exception to this approach are the definitions 

associated with floodplain regulations to the 

floodplain article (Article 12). These are specifically 

tied to the administration and interpretation of 

floodplain regulations, many of which are established 

by other agencies like FEMA and therefore may differ 

in definition from the same term used in the larger 

Code.

Code Structure

Structural
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9.A. Augmenting ReCode Phase I work

Lastly, there are a number of small vestigial Code 

edits from Phase I, including minor updates to reflect 

changing state statute, edits for clarity or consistency 

(e.g., definitions of new terms, clarification of 

thresholds, updates to text to reflect the results 

of recent referenda), and minor edits to address 

practical issues that arise in the interpretation of the 

ordinance. These edits, which range from updating 

the shoreland zoning to clarifying the ADU regulations 

that apply in non-conforming structures, further the 

City’s efforts to ensure the Code’s long-term legibility. 

Other 
Recommendations

Technical Evaluation, Concepts, & Approaches

Other 
Recommendations

Structural
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Recommendations presented within this Land Use 

Code Evaluation have been organized within the 

matrix below, sorted by their likely impact toward 

achieving the goals of Phase II as determined by the 

number of key themes they touch upon. Additionally, 

any items cited as including a component of further 

study are indicated with an asterisk in the matrix.

Items requiring further study have been included 

here, as progress can be made on many of these 

during Phase II. 
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  Recommendations Addressing All Themes from Portland’s Plan

1D Consider revising the definition of “agriculture” to 
include modern agricultural activities. • • • • • •

1E Expand and clarify the range of dwelling types 
allowed in the city. • • • • • •

1F
Add clarity around specific housing-related uses 
(e.g., lodging houses, SNIDUs, congregate care, 
etc.).

• • • • • •

2A

Consider developing bonus provisions within the 
residential and mixed-use zones to encourage 
sustainable construction and/or a walkable, urban 
environment.*

• • • • • •

2B Evaluate densities and uses permitted throughout 
the city in the context of risk and resilience.* • • • • • •

2G

Explore opportunities to encourage transit-
oriented development within appropriate areas 
of the city, in coordination with regional transit 
planning.*

• • • • • •

Recommendation 
Matrix
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3C

Evaluate and refine the City’s mixed-use zones to 
ensure they support the city’s thriving mixed-use 
areas, and continue to enable modern, sustainable, 
walkable development in line with the City’s vision 
for the future.

• • • • • •

  Recommendations Addressing Five Themes from Portland’s Plan

1A

The Code should address additional neighborhood 
uses and leverage neighborhood mixed-use 
zoning to encourage development of complete 
neighborhoods.

• • • • •

1B The Code should address additional creative uses 
not currently listed. • • • • •

2C
Consider development of zone dimensional and 
design standards that encourage visual and physical 
access to the city’s waterfront areas.

• • • • •

3A

Identify barriers, and explore options and 
implications related to allowing for a greater 
diversity of housing types within the City’s 
residential zones.

• • • • •

3G Ensure that the City’s waterfront zones continue to 
function effectively. • • • • •

7B New regulations for nonconforming site 
characteristics should be added to the Code. • • • • •

7C Flexibilities for additions and enlargements can be 
added to the nonconforming regulations. • • • • •

Recommendation 
Matrix
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  Recommendations Addressing Four Themes from Portland’s Plan

1G A comprehensive set of temporary uses should be 
addressed in the Code. • • • •

1H

Consider adjusting the City’s use regulations 
to ensure they support a circular and sharing 
economy; identify and eliminate barriers to 
businesses that reuse or repair consumer goods. 

As recommended within One Climate Future.

• • • •

2D Refine regulations pertaining to the bulk and 
placement of structures in the Land Use Code. • • • •

2F The Code should regulate impervious surface 
maximums in all residential zones. • • • •

3B
Consider further study of the City’s island zones to 
ensure they adequately acknowledge and support 
these unique areas within the city.*

• • • •

3H Consider the continued applicability of the Land 
Use Code’s overlay zones.* • • • •

4D

A suite of targeted revisions could strengthen the 
City’s natural resource protections, incentivize 
green building and the development of green 
infrastructure, and provide flexibility for eco-
innovation.*

• • • •

5B Consider further detailing electric vehicle charging 
requirements as referenced within the City’s Code. • • • •

5C

Consider enhancing the Transportation Demand 
Management (TDM) Plan requirements to 
incorporate recommendations within One Climate 
Future.

• • • •

Recommendation 
Matrix
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5D

Address autonomous vehicles through 
considerations related to drop-off/pick-up zones, 
flexibilities related to parking space and structure 
design, and new uses such as AV staging, support, 
and recharging.

• • • •

5E

Re-evaluate current parking flexibilities and 
exemptions to ensure clarity and alignment with 
the City’s goals, and consider establishment of 
parking maximums in locations proximate to public 
transit.*

• • • •

5F Consider refinements to the City’s bicycle parking 
requirements. • • • •

6B

Landscape requirements could be updated to 
consider flexibilities or allowances for techniques 
and technologies, other than vegetation, that 
can contribute to rainwater management and 
heat island mitigation. Requirements should also 
support the city’s ecological systems through 
prioritization of native species and planting for 
pollinators.

• • • •

  Recommendations Addressing Three Themes from Portland’s Plan

1C The Code should address several specific new 
social service uses. • • •

1I Evaluate and revise as needed to ensure that solar 
installations can be maximized and streamlined.* • • •

2H Consider opportunities to refine height controls 
within the Land Use Code’s mixed-use zones.* • • •

3D Consider some revisions to the O-P and R-P Zones. • • •

Recommendation 
Matrix
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3E Explore opportunities for refinement and/or 
consolidation of the City’s industrial zones. • • •

4A
The Code should expand and clarify what is allowed 
to project into a setback, such as architectural 
features and accessory structures.

• • •

4B A comprehensive set of accessory structures and 
uses should be clearly defined within the Code. • • •

4C
Performance standards should be consolidated 
(where possible) and updated to facilitate easier 
enforcement.

• • •

5A
The Code should comprehensively and consistently 
address the design of all off-street parking, both 
surface and structured.

• • •

6A
Landscape requirements should address all 
aspects of site development, from preservation to 
screening and buffering.

• • •

  Recommendations Addressing Two Themes from Portland’s Plan

2E Consolidate and refine basic design standards in 
keeping with the work on the design manual. • •

3F Consider some strategic revisions to the current 
R-OS (Recreation Open Space) Zone • •

  Recommendations Addressing One Theme from Portland’s Plan

7A
The City may wish to consider no longer allowing 
a change from one nonconforming use to another 
nonconforming use.

•

Recommendation 
Matrix
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  Structural Recommendations

1J Consider some potential updates to the Code’s use 
structure. •

3I
Refine the India Street Form-Based Code Zone to 
provide consistency and make improvements as 
needed.

•

3J Consider a refinement to clarify the sequential 
ordering of the City’s zones. •

5G
Consider updates to the Code’s loading standards, 
and addressing the storage of recreational and 
commercial vehicles.

•

8A The Code would benefit from greater use of 
illustrations and matrices. •

8B
The Code could be refined to explain the rules 
of measurement more clearly, as well as any 
exceptions to those rules.

•

8C All terms used in the Code should be clearly 
defined. •

9A Augmenting ReCode Phase I Work •

Recommendation 
Matrix
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Let’s Talk About the City of Portland’s

Land Use Code Evaluation
ReCode Portland is a multi-phased process focused 
on rewriting the City’s Land Use Code for the first 
time in more than 50 years.

The overarching goals of the ReCode process are to create a 

new code that is user-friendly, advances the goals of Portland’s 

Plan, and enables the City to effectively address issues related 

to housing, design, preservation, conservation, the working 

waterfront, energy, and transportation. Phase I of the ReCode 

process was centered around an effort to reorganize the Code 

into a modern, rational, user-friendly format and to implement 

some key policies from Portland’s Plan, including provisions 

for accessory dwelling units, off-street parking flexibilities, and 

sign standards.Phase I of the process concluded in November 

of 2020 with the adoption of a reformatted, restructured, and 

updated Land Use Code. 

The Land Use Code Evaluation represents the first major work 

product of Phase II of ReCode Portland. The work of Phase 

II will build upon the foundation established during Phase I 

of the ReCode effort, expanding into significant substantive 

revisions to the content of the Code. In short, whereas Phase 

I of the process was predominantly focused on reformatting 

and restructuring the City’s Land use Code, Phase II will focus 

on reorienting and revising the Code to bring it into alignment 

with the City’s priorities, including confronting the impacts of 

climate change, mitigating sea level rise, addressing issues of 

racial and social equity, and supporting a diverse and affordable 

supply of housing, among others. 

The evaluation explores the impacts of the City’s current 

regulations on these key policy areas, and presents a series 

of concepts, approaches, and recommendations targeted to 

ensure that the work of Phase II significantly advances the 

goals of Portland’s Plan and other City policy documents. 

Within the evaluation, regulatory concepts are classified based 

upon their relationship with six key themes of Portland’s vision 

for the future: that of an equitable, sustainable, dynamic, 

secure, authentic, and connected community. Where a specific 

recommendation addresses one or more of these themes, it is 

indicated as such within the document. 

Updating Portland’s Land Use Code is an unavoidably technical 

process, by nature. Though the Evaluation seeks to be 

intentional in connecting suggested concepts, approaches, 

and recommendations to established policies, the revisions 

themselves must respond to the nature and organization of 

the Code as a regulatory document. As such, the Evaluation 

structures its recommendations not by policy area, but by type 

of regulatory control: 

• Uses & Use Standards

• Dimensional & Design Standards

• Zones

• General Development Standards

• Parking, Loading & Access

• Landscape

• Nonconformities

• Updates to Code Structure

The types of controls addressed within the Evaluation are 

presented below, with a brief description of what they are, how 

they relate to Portland’s Plan and other City policy documents, 

and what they can do to reflect and reinforce the City’s 

priorities, goals, and aspirations.

So, what’s in the Land Use
Code Evaluation? 

Find out 



Uses and use standards directly address the types of ‘land uses’ 

that are allowed on property across the City. For instance, use 

standards define what kinds of residential uses are allowed on a 

property, whether restaurants or retail are permitted in certain 

areas, and where other types of uses, like auto service stations, 

bed and breakfasts, and preschools are allowed to operate. 

Allowed uses vary by zoning district, meaning that certain land 

uses might be allowed in one area of the City, but not in another.

How do these relate to Portland’s Plan? 

Uses and use standards are central to achieving the goals of 

Portland’s Plan. Rethinking which types of uses are allowed 

where – and under what conditions - can help to match 

opportunities for certain types of housing, institutional, 

commercial, or industrial uses to the areas of the City where 

they are most needed, or to limit certain uses where they might 

create conflicts. For example, expanding the types of housing 

allowed within certain residential districts could allow for the 

creation of additional housing units – a major goal of Portland’s 

Plan. Similarly, creating opportunities for new small-scale 

neighborhood retail establishments could help to move the City 

closer to its complete neighborhood goals.

What does the Evaluation recommend?

The Land Use Code Evaluation identifies opportunities to revise 

use regulations within the Code to better support the creation 

of middle-density housing, the creative economy, and urban 

agriculture. The Evaluation also highlights the potential for 

additions or refinements to the City’s range of social service and 

housing-related uses, and the need to review use regulations 

through the lens of Portland’s climate resiliency goals.

At their most basic level, dimensional standards establish where 

on a property buildings may be located, and how big they can 

be. For instance, dimensional standards may define how close 

to a property line a building can sit, how tall that building can 

be, and how much of the lot it is allowed to cover. Dimensional 

standards also establish minimum lot sizes for certain uses, which 

impact – for instance – how many residential units can be built on 

a particular site. Design standards work to augment dimensional 

standards by further defining how a building should relate to 

the public realm around it.  For instance, design standards might 

require that a certain percentage of a building contain doors or 

windows that face the street.

How do these relate to Portland’s Plan? 

Dimensional and design standards, like use standards, are key to 

meeting the goals of Portland’s Plan. Where the plan foregrounds 

concepts such as promoting transit-oriented development and 

housing production, updates to the Land Use Code’s dimensional 

standards (like minimum lot sizes, height limits, required setbacks, 

and residential density limits) can fundamentally affect whether 

these concepts can become a reality in Portland. For instance, 

does the current Code allow sufficient height to build units 

along transit corridors at actual transit-supportive densities? Are 

current minimum lot area regulations making it harder to build 

housing in the City?

What does the Evaluation recommend?

The Evaluation recommends adjusting dimensional standards to 

help achieve climate goals - like regulating impervious surface 

maximums more consistently, considering height and setbacks in 

the context of resiliency, and considering dimensional bonuses 

(e.g., additional height or density) in cases where climate 

goals are met.  The Evaluation also recommends potential 

revisions to dimensional and design standards that can help to 

support housing creation and transit-oriented, walkable, urban 

development.

Uses & Use Standards
Dimensional & Design 
Standards



Zones are the basic building blocks of the Land Use Code, and 

the fundamental organizing element for how its regulations are 

applied. Each zone within the Land Use Code is created with a 

specific purpose, and contains a set of regulations that address 

uses, dimensional standards, and other development standards 

to achieve that purpose. For instance, Portland’s Code includes 

a series of residential zones, mixed-use zones (i.e. zones where 

residential uses and other uses might be “mixed” on a property), 

island zones, industrial zones, and open space zones, among 

others. The City’s zoning map identifies the specific geographic 

areas that are within each zone, effectively applying the 

regulations of the zone to real property in Portland.   

How do these relate to Portland’s Plan? 

As one of the foundational aspects of the City’s Land Use Code, 

zones and zone-based regulations will play a critical role in 

achieving the goals of Portland’s Plan. For instance, basic revisions 

to the City’s residential zones could open opportunities for 

additional (and more diverse) housing creation across the City, 

moving Portland closer to its goals related to equity, security, and 

sustainability. Further, modifications to mixed-use zoning could 

help support transportation goals and encourage the creation of 

complete neighborhoods.

What does the Evaluation recommend?

The Land Use Code Evaluation explores opportunities to refine, 

revise, and reorient the City’s palette of zones to better align with 

the goals of Portland’s Plan. It takes perhaps the most critical 

look at the residential zones, with an eye toward implementing 

the City’s goal of creating opportunities for a diverse range of 

housing options across the City’s neighborhoods. The Evaluation 

also recommends adjustments to the City’s mixed-use, industrial, 

and open space zones, identifying where zones may need to 

be revised to ensure they are achieving their purpose, where 

they might be consolidated with other zones, or where their 

elimination may be the best course of action. 

Certain rules and regulations within the Land Use Code apply to 

all development, regardless of use type or zone. For example, 

numerous performance standards, dimensional standards, and 

otherrequirements are includedto help protect of the City’s 

natural resources, incentivize green building techniques, and 

ensure compatibility between different uses and structures. 

How do these relate to Portland’s Plan? 

Portland’s Plan, (and One Climate Future) encourage the City to 

look for opportunities where natural resource protections might 

be strengthened or expanded, low-impact development might 

be encouraged, and flexibilities for green building techniques 

and technologies might be incorporated into the Land Use Code. 

The comprehensive plan additionally emphasizes the City’s 

authenticity as a key strength; general development standards can 

address things like the projection of architectural features into 

setbacks or the right-of-way, or where and how certain accessory 

structures can be located, allowing the things that make the City 

unique to continue. 

What does the Evaluation recommend?

The Land Use Code Evaluation recommends a series of revisions 

that can provide greater flexibility for new development while 

maintaining the City’s authenticity, notably through targeted 

exceptions and rules for architectural elements and accessory 

structures and uses. Additionally, the Evaluation addresses 

issues of natural resource protections, green building, and green 

infrastructure, identifiying where regulations could be expanded, 

or new approaches considered.

Zones
General Development 
Standards



The off-street parking and loading requirements of the Land Use 

Code determine how much and where off-street parking and 

loading must be provided in association with any given land use 

within the City. 

How do these relate to Portland’s Plan? 

Portland’s Plan (and One Climate Future) place a premium on 

moving away from auto-oriented development, and reimagining 

our built environment to support access to housing, employment, 

goods and services without the need for an automobile. The 

Code’s off-street parking and loading regulations are central 

to this vision, as they directly relate to how much of our built 

environment is devoted to automobiles and their storage.  Quite 

often, the need to accommodate off-street parking can be the 

primary “driver” of site designs, rather than other factors like 

walkability or the creation or preservation of open space. As such, 

modifying these regulations can have a profound impact on site 

development by providing the flexibility to use land for other 

purposes that address City goals, such as green infrastructure, 

public space, or additional housing.

What does the Evaluation recommend?

The Evaluation builds upon recent changes to off-street parking 

regulations with recommendations that encourage mode 

shift, and improve the design and functionality of new off-

street parking and loading areas where they are constructed. 

Recommendations also acknowledge the emergence of new 

technologies, and encourage new development to accommodate 

the supportive infrastructure for advancements in electric 

and autonomous vehicles. Finally, the Evaluation recommends 

refinements to the City’s bicycle parking standards, to ensure 

they continue to meet both the physical and functional needs of 

bicyclists in the City.  

Landscape provisions of the Land Use Code require that all new 

development preserve or provide landscaped elements. These 

standards prevent the removal of certain trees and require that 

certain site features, such as mechanical equipment and off-street 

parking, be screened from public view. Requirements also require 

that certain incompatible land uses be buffered from residential 

areas, and that new street trees be planted as new development 

occurs.

How do these relate to Portland’s Plan? 

Existing landscape standards tend to focus predominantly on 

the aesthetics of the built environment and the softening of 

transitions between land uses. Both Portland’s Plan and One 

Climate Future emphasize the need to think more holistically 

about the benefits of natural areas and landscaping as they relate 

to the City’s goals around climate, equity, and ecology. 

What does the Evaluation recommend?

The Evaluation recommends that a new unified landscape 

chapter be introduced into the Land Use Code, that would apply 

to all new development, and be augmented to overtly prioritize 

and facilitate landscaping and landscape alternatives that further 

the City’s goals.  

Parking, Loading & 
Access Landscape



The City’s Land Use Code establishes rules that govern how 

nonconforming lots, structures, and uses (i.e. those that do not 

comply with the current Land Use Code) may be developed, 

occupied or operated while remaining nonconforming. Under 

these rules, nonconformities may continue so long as the 

nonconformity is not exacerbated, with the eventual goal of 

achieving compliance with the Land Use Code. 

How do these relate to Portland’s Plan? 

While Portland’s Plan provides no specific direction on changes to 

nonconformities, it does encourage creative thinking around how 

existing development may be repurposed to account for changes 

in land use. Likewise, Portland’s Plan identifies that zoning in many 

locations across the City is incongruous with the built form, and 

may need to be revised to achieve broader compliance.

What does the Evaluation recommend?

The Evaluation recommends modest changes to the City’s 

allowance for nonconformities, to account for individual non-

conforming characteristics of a site, provide additional flexibility 

for enlarging nonconforming structures, and encourage change 

over time by not allowing one non-conforming use to be replaced 

by another nonconforming use. 

Prior to the adoption of ReCode Phase I, Portland’s Land Use 

Code was lengthy, challenging to navigate, and redundant. This 

was largely due toits structure, which was organized primarily 

around individual zoning districts. Phase I of ReCode addressed 

many of these issues, restructuring the Code thematically, (ex. 

Zones, Use, Dimensional, etc..) and through the introduction of 

simple graphics and tables.

What does the Evaluation recommend?

While the efforts of ReCode Phase I resulted in a code that is 

considerably more user friendly, it was always understood that 

additional restructuring would occur as part of Phase II, as 

content changes are expected to result in a more streamlined 

regulatory framework. The code evaluation acknowledges this 

and cites additional opportunities to make use of illustrations and 

matrices to depict regulations related to design standards, rules 

of measurement, dimensional requirements, and accessory site 

elements and structures.

Nonconformities
Updates to Code 
Structure



For more information about ReCode Portland, and to read 
and comment on the full Land Use Code Evaluation, please 

visit us at:

www.recodeportland.me

















































Squarespace
Feb 9, 2021, 7:23:42 PM
to recodep...@portlandmaine.gov

Sent via form submission from ReCode Portland

Name: Winston Lumpkins IV

Email Address: winston.lumpkins@gmail.com

Subject: support Multi unit buildings

Message: It is my firmly held belief that there should be absolutely no development of single unit
buildings allowed, we have far too many.
3 units should be the minimum that are allowed on a single foundation. Mulit unit buildings are
green, they are more affordable to rent, they look nicer. Bring back the triple Decker's! They are
selling for like 500,000, there is no way they wouldn't build lots if they where allowed to. 

It's  disgusting all the little single unit buildings all over the place wasting perfectly good land 
that could house 3-4 families. 



Squarespace
Apr 18, 2021, 7:49:34 AM
to recodep...@portlandmaine.gov

Sent via form submission from ReCode Portland

Name: Mary Morse

Email Address: mrsm1359@outlook.com

Subject: Noise

Message: When looking at zoning and land use please considered impacts on existing 
neighborhoods with regard to noise pollution. We are overwhelmed with the noise (especially the 
bass) from music venues on the East side. These venues often go to 1 AM! It is seriously impacting 
the livability of our neighborhoods.







Chris Herlihy
Jul 26, 2021, 3:47:13 PM 
to recodep...@portlandmaine.gov

Hello,

I am working with a clients who owns 48 Montrose Ave. We are interested in knowing if the recoding 
would have impact on the setback limitations of using their accessory structure (garage) for an ADU. 
The house is in Zone R5 and I have sketched the current limitations below, but they would like to use 
the whole 2nd floor, or more then I currently have allotted if they are able to.

Best Regards,
Chris Herlihy
Architectural Designer
Polestar Design
70 Center St. 2nd Floor
Portland, Maine 04101
O: 207.405.1815
M: 406.600.5069







S quares pace
Dec 16, 2021, 2:21:16 P M (5 days  ago)

to recodep.. .@ portlandmaine.gov

Sent via form s ubmis s ion from ReCode Portland

Name: Daniel Higgins  

Email Addres s : dannyhiggins 207@ gmail.com

S ubject: R2 Zoning Ques tions  

Mes s age: I live on 106 Caron St. with a lot s ize of approx. 17,800 s q.ft. A number of years  ago I 
contacted Marge Schmucal (s pelling?) in city hall and was  informed that , to sub-divide my lot for 2 
lots  R2 zoning requires  10, 000 s q. Ft. Per lot.. Now I s ee Brandi Lane sub-divis ion approx. 50 yards  
away from my house, being s tarted with many lots  below the 10,000 s q.ft.. This  was  zoned C40. Is  
the ReCode Portland addres s ing is s ues  like this ? 

Does  this  s ubmis s ion look like s pam? Report it here.



Mus h J
unread, 

Dec 21, 2021, 5:31:08 P M (17 hours  ago)  

to recodep.. .@ portlandmaine.gov

Hello, 
I own a land in Hemingway Street and I’m looking to build a hous e there and my neighbors  too, that’s  
in my opinion is  going to help with the hous ing needs  and the economic too so I was  hoping that the 
city is  looking at this  is s ue and waive the requirements  of paving the s treet or helping us  pave it or 
even s plit the cos t, 
Thank you, 
Mushreq J  Als amraee 
35 Hemingway s treet 
Portland, ME 
2076329523



S quares pace
unread, 

9:06 AM (2 hours  ago)  

to recodep.. .@ portlandmaine.gov

Sent via form s ubmis s ion from ReCode Portland

Name: Elizabeth C Pars ons  

Email Addres s : ecpars ons33@ hotmail.com

S ubject: Recode Portland format 

Mes s age: Have received the email about reading and commenting on the current Recode proces s . 
Would very much like to do this  and find that the format is  tedious  and off-putting. The document 
appears  in a s mall window and navigating around it is  tricky. Is  it pos s ible to receive a PDF of the 
document? 

If this  is  the only way that you s olicit feedback, what you are going to get are res pons es  only from 
people who are already in the know and not just ordinary citizens --who may have pers pectives  that 
need to be heard. P leas e make a concerted effort to expand the ways  of acces s  to this  important 
document and proces s . 

Does  this  s ubmis s ion look like s pam? Report it here.





















CITY OF PORTLAND
Planning & Urban Development  

Christine Grimando, AICP, Acting Director
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To:  Housing & Economic Development Committee

From:  Christine Grimando, Director, Planning & Urban Development 
  Nell Donaldson, Director of Special Projects, Planning & Urban Development

Date:  October 1, 2021  

RE:  Housing policy & ReCode Portland

II. INTRODUCTION
Over the past several months, the Housing & Economic Development Committee has focused on the 
issue of “missing middle” housing.  The Committee’s work has led to conversations that range from 
the definition of “missing middle” housing to the regulatory and funding barriers that inhibit its 
production. In support of further discussion, Planning staff has prepared this memo to provide 
background on policy that relates to “missing middle” housing, particularly from a land use 
perspective. The memo describes the foundation for housing policy in the city’s comprehensive plan, 
the city’s existing land use-related housing policy that furthers this vision, and some initial 
considerations around future housing policy that have arisen through ReCode Portland and dovetail 
with the Committee’s work.   

II.. “MISSINGG MIDDLE”” THROUGHH AA PLANNINGG LENS
To date, the Committee’s work on “missing middle” housing has generally focused on terms of 
income and affordability. Through this lens, “missing middle” is housing for populations that fall 
between 1) the target market for what is deed restricted or otherwise legally binding affordable 
housing, assisted by state, federal, and sometimes local funding, and 2) market rate housing. Though 
the former is critically important to ensuring that a portion of the city’s housing is guaranteed as 
affordable, it comprises a relatively small share of the city’s overall housing stock. What comprises 
market rate housing is every other unit of housing, regardless of price or scale, that is not legally 
bound to remain affordable. 

Notably, as used in most planning literature and practice, “missing middle” more commonly refers to 
a housing typology, rather than an income range; from this perspective, “missing middle” is a form of 
low-rise multi-unit or small lot housing that is generally compatible with lower-density 
neighborhoods (Figure 1). This type of housing, including rowhouses, duplexes, triplexes, and four-
plexes, was once more common in cities across the country, and is still of value as a means of 
diversifying the housing stock and, importantly, supporting affordability. “Missing middle” forms can 
serve as a means of increasing a city’s housing supply across different neighborhoods, which has 
benefits for the overall housing supply and diversity of housing choices.  In terms of affordability, 
income- and form-based definitions of “missing middle” can overlap, as “missing middle” forms can 
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Figure 1: Missing middle housing through a planning lens. (Source: Opticos Design)

provide what is sometimes referred to as “naturally-occurring” affordable housing, or housing at a 
price point that is attainable to middle-income households.  

While the city’s existing land use code includes affordable housing policies targeted directly at 
housing for populations with incomes up to 100% of AMI (as described below), the land use code has 
historically served as a tool used largely to regulate use, density, and form, and continues to be a 
powerful way of shaping the outcomes of the majority of the housing built in Portland. For this 
reason, in addition to considering ways to support more affordable housing as defined within the 
code, this memo includes a discussion of opportunities to encourage additional housing more 
broadly, across typologies and environments, as a means of increasing supply to all households, 
including those of “missing middle” incomes.  It also considers opportunities to create “missing 
middle” housing forms as a means of producing “missing middle” income housing. 

IIII.. HOUSINGG POLICYY FOUNDATION
Portland’s Plan 2030, the City of Portland’s comprehensive plan and the foundation for land use and 
other policy goals in the city, squarely foregrounds housing as one of the city’s most pressing issues, 
and one connected to all facets of the city’s vision - equity, sustainability, and security among them. 
Recognizing that increasing housing supply is fundamental to issues of affordability, the plan sets a 
housing production target and prioritizes the creation of policies and programs to encourage 
housing that meets the needs, preferences, and financial capabilities of all Portland households. The 
plan supports an incremental increase in housing supply across all neighborhoods, encourages more 
significant increases in housing within major transportation nodes and corridors (Figure 2), and 
emphasizes the need for additional dedicated affordable housing.  

IV.. EXISTINGG HOUSING-RELATEDD LANDD USEE POLICY
The City of Portland’s existing land use code includes a number of provisions that align with the 
recommendations from Portland’s Plan. These provisions encompass policy meant to support an 
increase in the supply of housing for a full range of housing types and sizes, and policy meant to 
encourage or require the creation of what is legally binding affordable and workforce housing, 
targeted specifically for residents of low or moderate incomes. Land use regulations that allow a 
range of housing types and sizes and encourage housing creation may not result in each unit of new 
housing being affordable to all, but the aggregate impact of increasing the available supply creates 
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Figure 2: Priority nodes and corridors from Portland’s Plan.

new housing opportunities for all, including more ‘naturally occurring affordable’ market rate 
housing.

AA.. Policiess too encouragee housingg supplyy andd ‘naturally-occurring’’ affordablee housing
1. Housing replacement ordinance. The city’s land use code has included provisions since the 

early 2000s that require that any development proposals that would remove existing 
housing replace those units, either within the same geographic area or by contributing to the 
city’s Housing Trust Fund. These provisions help to counter any potential net losses in 
housing supply associated with private development.

2. Base zoning adjustments to encourage housing creation. In the past decade, the city has 
adjusted base zoning in several districts, including the B-1, B-2, and R-6, to support greater 
housing creation, modifying dimensional standards to allow for higher densities and smaller 
lots. These provisions have generally been targeted towards higher density residential zones 
and mixed-use zones well-served by transit, on the grounds that they create opportunities 
for housing development in areas of the city that are particularly well-prepared for them.

3. Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs). As of December 2020, the land use code includes revised 
Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) standards. The 2020 revisions eliminated restrictive 
dimensional and parking requirements and removed procedural hurdles to ADUs, making it 
significantly easier to build an ADU within the city. Further, the 2020 amendments permit 
significantly more ADUs - in total number that can be built per lot, and in total number that 
might be built city-wide - than the prior regulations, paving the way for smaller, naturally 
affordable units across the city.  
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4. Parking exemptions. Off-street parking requirements are often cited as a barrier to housing 
production, forcing developers to devote valuable land area and/or building envelope to 
vehicles, rather than housing units. The city’s land use code has long included a great deal of 
flexibility to developers when it comes to parking, including exemptions in certain zones, 
shared parking provisions, and off-site parking allowances.  As of December 2020, the city’s 
land use code offers an off-street parking exemption to any use within a ¼ mile of a transit, 
essentially freeing much of the city from parking requirements. Additional parking flexibility 
and lowering/standardizing residential parking requirements was also implemented in 
December 2020. 

 
BB. Policies to support affordable housing 

1. Affordable housing bonuses. As of the mid-2000s and as refined in the late 2010s, the city’s 
land use code has included dimensional bonuses for affordable and workforce housing in 
many of the city’s mixed-use zones and for PRUDs in residential zones, scaled to the level of 
affordability provided. These bonuses allow increased height, increased density, and reduced 
setbacks for affordable housing projects.   

2. Expedited permitting for affordable housing. In addition, affordable housing applications 
have been eligible for a reduction in fees and priority review since the mid-2000s. With the 
passage of the impact fee ordinance, the affordable housing fee reductions were extended 
to include these fees.    

3. Inclusionary zoning. As of 2015, the city adopted inclusionary zoning, which requires that 
projects of 10 or more dwelling units provide a share of workforce housing either on-site or 
as a contribution to the City’s Housing Trust Fund. A second inclusionary zoning policy was 
adopted in 2019 for hotels. These policies are intended to ensure that affordable housing is 
constructed in tandem with market rate housing, and to support the creation of this housing 
in a mixed-income setting. The inclusionary zoning policy was modified by referendum in 
2020 to increase the affordable housing share and to target lower median incomes. 

V. HOUSING TRENDS TODAY 
While the city’s land use code includes a number of progressive provisions designed to support 
housing production, and affordable housing production in particular, it is also clear that these 
provisions have not sufficiently counter-balanced trends, shared by many cities across the country 
and many communities across the state, towards rising housing costs and continued affordability 
gaps. Recent building permit data (Figures 3 and 4) shows that while the city is on track to produce 
the number of dwelling units called for in Portland’s Plan, just over 27% of those new multi-family 
units developed in the last five years are categorically affordable units, with rents or purchase prices 
limited to households earning below 120% of the area median income. Additionally, in regard to new 
multi-family developments, there are disproportionate numbers of smaller studio and one-bedroom 
units, which constitute more than 70% of all new multi-family units created in the past five years. 
New housing is more common in on-peninsula neighborhoods, and affordable housing is not 
equitably distributed across the city, with certain neighborhoods seeing significant levels of new 
affordable housing development and other neighborhoods virtually none at all.   
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Figure 3:  Single and two-family housing trends (2017-2021) (Source: City of Portland permit data) 

Figure 4:  Multi-family housing trends (2017-2021) (Source: City of Portland permit data) 
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VVI. RECODE PHASE II 
Given these trends, we know that there is additional work that must be done around housing 
creation, diversity and affordability city-wide.  As part of ReCode, the city’s multi-year initiative to 
rewrite its land use code, staff has been working with a consultant, Camiros, to evaluate the existing 
code for ways to more effectively address the goals of Portland’s Plan. An early step of the second 
phase of ReCode is analyzing the current land use code for consistency with the comprehensive pan. 
This evaluation, which is still being finalized, includes a broad focus on housing.  Central to the 
evaluation are the concepts of:  

Encouraging housing creation and diversity of housing types as an essential means of 
ensuring the overall health and accessibility of our housing supply.  
Proposing new housing policy that reflects the city’s wide variety of neighborhoods, scales, 
and infrastructure contexts, while allowing for all neighborhoods in the city to provide 
opportunities for new housing creation.  
Crafting a housing strategy that builds opportunities where it can have the greatest effect on 
efforts to meet Portland’s equity and climate goals.   
Recognizing that affordable housing development is not keeping pace with demand, is 
geographically uneven, and additional tools may be necessary to enable housing creation to 
be more equitably distributed across the city.   
Recognizing that mixing both requirements and incentives is central to a balanced housing 
strategy.  

 
Initial policy concepts from the evaluation include:   

A. Potential strategies to encourage housing supply and ‘naturally-occurring’ affordable housing 
1. Modifying minimum lot sizes (and corresponding densities) in residential zones to more 

accurately reflect the existing parcel pattern and open opportunities for additional housing 
creation.  Initial analysis shows that, in several of the city’s residential zones, minimum lot size 
regulations result in a significant number of non-conforming lots (meaning lots that are 
undersized given existing regulations).  While the existing code provides fairly generous 
allowances for legally non-conforming lots, revising minimum lot area standards, particularly 
where there are opportunities for lot divisions, could create new opportunities for housing.  

2. Creating new categories of housing types, particularly in the “missing middle” mid-density 
range (e.g. three- and four-units), and permitting these housing types as of right in 
appropriate residential zones, with corresponding changes to density requirements.  The 
existing land use code includes a fairly narrow range of traditional housing types, permitting 
single-family dwellings, two-family dwellings, and multi-family dwellings (defined as three or 
more units).  The existing zoning is permissive about where single-family occurs, but is much 
more restrictive when it comes to multi-family dwellings (Figure 5).  Broadening the range of 
housing types to differentiate between small, mid-density housing (e.g. three-family and four-
family) and larger-scaled housing could provide opportunities to allow more of these middle-
sized housing types across the residential zoning spectrum. 
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Figure 5:  City land area by type of housing allowed as permitted use (Source: City of Portland Assessor parcel 
data) (Note: Represents permitted uses only.  Does not reflect areas where multi-family may be permitted as a 
conditional use.)  

3. Modifying setback requirements in residential zones to more accurately reflect the existing 
built form and support more opportunities for ADU creation, as well as to add flexibility for 
additions and redevelopment. There is evidence to suggest that space and bulk regulations, 
including setbacks, diverge from the existing built form in some of the city’s most successful 
walkable neighborhoods. Modifying setbacks to reflect the existing building pattern could 
help to open up opportunities for additional square footage on residential lots in a way that 
encourages contextual development. Furthermore, reviewing setbacks for accessory 
structures, particularly accessory dwelling units, could pave the way for more ADU creation.

4. Exploring creative opportunities to allow relatively higher residential density off-peninsula. 
Zoning for off-peninsula neighborhoods contains certain tools to allow for variations from 
single-family housing, but currently they are limited. There is an opportunity in many 
neighborhoods of the city to introduce new tools or standards to bridge the medium-to-
higher residential zone densities of the peninsula and the considerably lower densities of 
residential neighborhoods off-peninsula in ways that are sensitive to Portland’s distinct
neighborhoods.

5. Expanding more ‘productive’ residential zoning where the existing form supports it. Data 
from the last five years shows that particular zones of the city have supported more housing 
production than others (Figure 6).  Not surprisingly, these zones tend to be higher density 
residential or mixed-use. Given this data, there is an opportunity to expand more ‘productive’ 
zones geographically to potentially stimulate additional housing production. Any 
consideration of this strategy would have to take into account existing built pattern and 
form as well as the city’s long-term goals.  For instance, there are off-peninsula areas of the 
city that were developed prior to zoning according to similar conventions around height, 
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Figure 6:  Housing production by zone (in units) (2017-2021) (Source: City of Portland permit data) 
 

scale, and building placement, but are currently zoned inconsistently; there may be 
opportunities to rezone some of these areas to more closely align the zoning with the 
existing built form. This could take the form of changes to existing zone boundaries, 
modification to existing zone standards, or consolidation of zones. 

6. Modifying densities and height in zones along transit corridors and in transit nodes to 
support additional housing opportunities.  Portland has recently adopted one of the basic 
elements of a transit-oriented development approach through a categorical exception that 
exempts uses within ¼ mile of a fixed-route transit service from parking requirements. To 
further develop this approach, the City could consider adjusting allowed densities within the 
existing zoning along transit corridors and in transit nodes.  This change, coupled with 
changes in height regulations, could help the city advance both housing and transportation 
goals with more transit-supportive zoning.   

7. Adjusting mixed-use zoning around nodes where appropriate.  While most of the city’s 
transit corridors include at least some transit-supportive zoning, such as the B-3 or the B-2, 
there are areas where a map amendment to expand the use of this zoning (potentially as 
modified above) could help to create new opportunities for transit-supportive housing 
across the city. 

8. Permitting housing in mixed-use zones across the board.  Last, all but one of the city’s 
existing mixed-use zones include housing as a permitted use. This zone, the B-4, which is 
clustered predominantly along Warren Avenue and Riverside Street, has a decidedly more 
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industrial, large-lot character than many of the city’s other mixed-use zones.  However, the 
zone is also proximate to public school and park facilities, one of the city’s higher education 
institutions, and major development sites in Westbrook. Allowing housing as a permitted use 
would unlock a significant opportunity for housing development.    

BB. Affordable housing 
1. Expanding dimensional bonuses for affordable housing bonuses to additional zones.  As 

described above, the City’s existing land use code includes provisions designed to give 
affordable housing projects advantages in the form of density, height, and setback bonuses.  
This increase in affordable housing potential in the land use code is contextual in that these 
bonuses are restricted to certain, mostly mixed-use zones, and largely consistent with the 
nodes and corridors identified as suitable for more intensive growth in Portland’s Plan 2030. 
In order to further incentivize affordable housing, these bonuses could be expanded, for 
instance to all zones in which multi-family is permitted. Any consideration of this policy 
change would need to take a graduated approach to the intensity and scale of residential 
neighborhoods; there may be areas where a density bonus is appropriate, for example, but 
not height increases or setback reductions.  

It should be noted that these concepts are still very much in draft form; pursuing any or all of these 
changes would require additional analysis, drafting, and public review and comment. Following the 
release of the full code evaluation (which will also address a variety of other issues that are central to 
Portland’s Plan), the work plan for ReCode will involve significant public engagement to test 
concepts, gather feedback, and establish priorities for potential amendments moving forward.   

Finally, the Planning & Urban Development Department and the Housing & Economic Development 
Department are exploring ways to strengthen the alignment between the City’s Housing Trust 
investment strategy with the City’s priority growth areas, with particular attention to those areas that 
have been identified as suitable for growth but have yet to see significant housing investments.  

VII. CONCLUSION 
Securing and expanding Portland’s legally-binding affordable housing supply is a central part of 
Portland’s housing strategy, and the City’s land use tools correspondingly reflect this importance. 
The land use code also defines the parameters of where, how much, and in what form all housing 
occurs in the city, including market rate housing, which is and will continue to be the majority of the 
community’s housing stock. The code does not determine all aspects of housing affordability or 
development outcomes, but it provides a powerful framework that enables a resilient mixture of 
housing to be created. Though Portland’s land use code currently reflects housing creation as a 
priority, the Committee’s work, and the work of ReCode, provide valuable opportunities to evaluate 
the code for additional tools and changes to provide for a more equitable and accessible housing 
landscape city-wide.  


